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University censors yearbook
Official's decision contradicts University Student Handbook
John R. Thome
Editor-in-Chief

The 1993-1994 Carillon , originally scheduled for delivery in
early October, has been delayed
because a john Carroll University
administrator censored the yearbook, a direct violation of the University Student Handbook.
W.O. Bookwalter, assistant to
the president, deleted a portion of
the senior quote section of the
yearbook because he said two of

the quotes were inappropriate.
The section, which is made up
of quotes from seniors describing
the "most memorable experience
at jCU," was removed after
Bookwalter reviewed the final
proofsd uri ng the week of September 26 to September 30,
Bookwalter said.
"I was reviewing the fina l
proofs of the yearbook,"
Bookwalter said. "I came across a
couple of items I judged were in-

Co-chair's resignation
leaves questions
Kevin Bachman
News Ed1tor

After months of preparation,
Anna Spangler, the Student Union
appointed Homecoming co-chairperson, res1gned suddenly a day
before the October 8 event.
Student Union Pres idem john
Cranley was surprised by the decision.'ltcameasa major shock to
all of us. The planning that she did
was superb. She planned the
Homecoming Court, the dinner,
and the dance. I was very surprised, but she deserves the credit,"
he said.
Spangler was hesitant to talk
about the resignation because she
has not talked to the executive officers yet. "I'd be more than willing to speak with the executive

officers [about the resignation!."
Spangler said.
But Cranley does not see a meetin ha enin . S an >ler should
make the first move; her resignation obviously meant she was upset with his administration , Cranley said. The Student Union has a
lot of things planned for the year,
and he wants to focus on that instead, he said.
"If she comes to us, we'd be glad
to speak with her, but the show
must go on, we must move forward. We're going to let her come
to us," Cranley said.
Spangler said she has made an
effort to meet with the executive
officers."I mentioned this to Kristy
Vadino, but [nothing] has hap-

appropriate and I deleted them ."
The quotes Bookwal ter objected towerethoseof 1994graduates Moe McGuinness and Kerri
Kutz.
According to Cari lion records,
McGuinness answered that her
most memorable experience was,
"Trippin to Toronto with our class
- Alex and Curtis passed out on
the bus."
Kutz answered the same question with, "Having my roommate
puke out the window of Dolan
Fresh man year. She puked on an
RA"

According to Lana Caserta, the
1993-1994 Carillon editor-in-chief
and a 1994 john Carroll graduate,
Bookwalter called her at Case
Western Reserve UniV'ersitywhere
she is a graduate student to tell her
of the delettons Bookwalter had
never a roached -· ena a c 1
tor of the yearbook prior ro rhls
call, Caserta said.
"He never ta !ked to me at all

about the book !before the phone
ca 11}," she sa id.
Caserta
first
thought
Bookwalter called to ask permission to rna ke the deletions. But she
disagreed with his decision and
did not
grant permission.
Bookwalter said he was removing
the quotes anyway, Caserta said .
"As far as l knew everything
was fine,"Caserra said of the yearbook, which wasoriginally scheduled to beshippeddunng the week
of October8,from the Gettysburg,
Pennsylvan ia-based printer, Herff
Jones, acco rd 1ng to Ca ril !on
records. "I kind of got the feeling
he was going to take them out anyway. In my opimon it 1s censorship. We didn 't do anything
wrong; we just put in peoples'
quotes."
After Caserta discussed the
ho 1c · ll
rft

_ il:ff',.

onginally appeared when she approved the final pages. However,
her attempts to overturn
Bookwalter's decision were in vain,
she said.
"My next step was to call the
liaison to the [pri nterl to find out if
she could override Bookwalter's
decision," Caserta said. • At that
pointshewastotallyon htssideso
I had no other means of keeping it
in

1
'

According to Mike Hiestand,an
attorney with the Student Press
Law Cente r, located in Washington, D.C., the deletion oft he quotes
is a clear case of censorship, as well
as a breach of contract.
"It was censored obviously tf
the quotes were changed without
the permission of the edHor,"
Hiestand said "The clear and
simple ari!,umcnt to make \<. the

e~-ro

call Herff Jones and have the
printer keep the quotes as they

deletions were made to correct a

See Censor, page 2

o·Malley returns for dedication
Liz Whiteman
Staff Reporter

With the dedication of john
Carroll's newest building, there
will now always be an O'Malley
on campus.
On Sat urday, October 8, the day
of Homecoming, the O'Malley
Center for Communication and
Language Arts was formally dedisee Resignation, page 2
cated. In attendance was the man
for which the Center was named ,
Fr. Thomas P O'Malley, SJ
O'MalleywasPresidentofjohn
Carroll from 1980-1988. During
those eight years he oversaw many
mentioned that there was a nice c hanges at j ohn Carroll. The
profit and that this year the 10 Recplex and Millor Hall were
percent tax taken by the Student built, and construction began on
Union will be donated to Catholic the new residence halls, East and
Charities. In the past, it had been Campion. The Studem Activities
used for dances and other events. Center and the Admissions and
A preliminary copy of the Financial Aid offices were remodblock parry records was obtained eled as well.
O'Malley said he felt, "extraorthrough the Alumni office. Lacrosse raised over $600, and the dinarily honored," being recogsorority of Pi Sigma Phi raised over nized with the O'Malley Center.
$450 for their respective organi- Coming to john Carroll, "really
zations. No organization lost was the best move I ever made.
money at the block parry. Overall, Uohn Carroll} was the right place
the initial results showed that all for me at the right time," said
25organizationsraisedover$3800 O'Malley.
"Fr. O'Malley left an indelible
collectively.
Student Union Vice President mark on all of us," University
Dennis J Percy said, "The block Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild
party was a resounding success said. Thatsentiment was reflected
for the organizations who had by the larger-than-expected
booths because for many it was an crowd that attended the dedication "It was wonderful for the jeimportant fund-raiser."
suits
to have O'Malley with us for
However, at press time, almost
twoweeksafterHomecoming,two those years. This is a great tribute
see Homecomln&, page 2 to him," said Fr.joseph Daoust,S.J.

1994 Homecoming;
a $23 success
Kevin Bachman
Cherie Skoczen
The Carroll News

"It was remarkable. It turned
out to be a wonderful weekend,"
said Alumni Director Peter
Bernardo, regarding Homecoming
'94.
Bernardo added that the organization of the event which took
place October 7 and 8 was "magical." Between Friday and Saturday m or nings everything had
come together and by Saturday
night,everythingwascleanedand
back to normal, he added.
Bids for the d a nee were sold for
$10 less than last year, and the
dance was budgeted to cost $9700.
With $9723 taken in, the resulting
profit was $23.
Bernardo said he is glad the 25
organizations who had booths at
the block party on S. Belvoir Blvd.
were able to have fun and make
money at the same time. He also

)aim R. Thorn<

Fr. O'Malley addresses the University community at the
dedication of the building that bears his name.
The O'Malley Center is a three
story building that connects to the
Administration Building. On the
ground floor is the Communications Department with a television studio named after Vincent S.
Klein, for his 25 years of service to
john Carroll. Dr. AJan Stephenson,
who is in charge of thestudio,said
that the old facilities were very
limited and storage had been a
problem. Many tdeas had been
stifled because of the cramped facilities. In the future, Stephenson
said, bands will broadcast live over
WUJC from the new television studio.
The Communications Department also holds the expanded
Northeast Ohio Broadcast Ar-

chives which contains, among
otherthings,fooragefrom thel945
founding of the WEWSCleveland
television station. The ground
floor of theO'MalleyCenter is also
home to the Margaret Kahl Arcade, the mother of jack Kahl'62.
The first floor houses the Department of Classical and Modern Languages and Cultures. This
includes a multimedia language
learning lab named after Fr. Richard A. Schuchert, SJ, who was a
professor of English and also
taught and translated japanese.
The lab has capabilities for audio,
video and computer systems designed to aid in learning foreign
languages.

see O'Malley, page 2
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Censor
continued from page 1
mistake, nor to censor the year-

book.
"I see no essential default in
correcting a mistake," said
Bookwalter. "The easiest thing to
do was to take it out. It was my
responsibility to make this dectsion on behalf of the university
and I made the decision."
Bookwalter deleted the quotes
while acting as vice president for
Student Affatrs,a position he filled
during the interim before Rev
Richie almi,SJ rook over the position in August
However, the john Carroll University Student Handbook contradicts Bookwalter's decision that
the deletions were based on correcting a mistake as opposed to

O'Malley
continued from page 1
The Fegen Family Writing
Center, is named after joseph P. '34
and Albena Fegen who were the
parents of j. Peter '59, Michael '63
and David Fegen, '64. The writing
center provides help to students
who want ro have a paper proofread before turmng it in. In addition, there is a com puterclassroom
whtch tsthe third of the three computerized classrooms in the build-

ing.
The O'Malley Center also contains over 70 faculty offices and
eight regular classrooms. Architect Ronald Payto, the principal
designer from URS Consultants,
applied a design similar to that of
the Administration Building,even
matching the brick color, said
O'Malley. I le added, "It picks upon
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censoring a student press, Hiestand said.
On page 17 of the Student
Handbook , which was revised
with Bookwalter's approval on
july 7,1994, the policy for the stu·
dent press at john Carroll Untverstty is: "The student press is to be
f reeof censorship.Theeditorsand
managers shall not be arbitranly
suspended because of srudem.faculty, administration, alumm, or
community disapproval of editonal policyorcontent.Similar freedom is assured oral statements of
views on the university-controlled
and student-operated radio station. Thised ttoria If reed om entails
a corollary obligation under the
canons of respo nsible journalism
and applicable regulat ions of the
Federal Communications Commission."

Accordingtopagel4oftheS udent Handbook, the "student
press" is defined as "an organi7ation whose primary purpose is to
publicize and distribute any publication on campus or a regular
publication of any organization"
According to Hiestand , students made a decision to attend
john Carroll University,givingup
their rights to go elsewhere, but at
the same time, they gained the
rights John Carroll University
promised m the Student Handbook. Those rights have been broken. he said.
"The courts have said tf a school
has made a promtse then they have
to hold to that," Hiestand said.
"This is clearly censorship and it
surprises me that [Bookwa lter]
claims that it is not."
According to Bookwalter, the

one of the most famous landmarks
in the city- the Arcade," a mall in
downtown Cleveland.
The dedication ceremony began at II a.m. with a welcome[ rom
john G. Breen, Chairman of the
John Carroll University Board of
Trustees. Breen then introduced Fr.
Michael ]. Lavelle, president of
john Carroll.
Lavelle spoke about what
O'Malley had done for the school
during his eight years as president
and how the Center would continue O'Malley's legacy.
Lavelle described three main
objectives of a college education;
to be able tothink,speak and communicatewithothers. Hes.aid that
the O'Malley Center is dedicated
to these tasks
Representative Louis Stokes of
the lith Congressional District
referred to a federal grant which

heandSenatorjohnGlenn helped
secure forJohnCarroll to train veterans to teach math and science in
urban schools. He said that john
Carroll was an excellent institution deserv ing of the $5.3 million
grant 'to make an impact on the
situation' of urban education.
Mrs. F.G. O'Neill, a major contributor to the Center, also attended . "It's fabulous, there's not a
single detail missing," said O'NeilL
Following the ded ication , the
O' Malley Center was open for
tours.Student hostswereavailable
for directions. The East Asian Stud·
ies Program, in coordination with
the Department of Classical and
Modern Languages and Cultures,
hired Daniel Mantay, who owns a
Japanese/Chinese tea house, to
play trad itionalja panese fl uteson
the first floor during the open
house.
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pened yet," she said.
Paul Jordan, president of Iota
Chi Upsilon, which co-sponsored
Homecoming, felt Spangler d id an
excellent job, and she should receive much of the credit. "She already did all the work beforehand ,
but I thought we had a good relationship," he said.
Billy Glunz, Student Union
chief justice. thought the problem
might have been with the execu-

Homecoming
continued from page 1
organizations still have not turned
in their. cash. .boxea.
Bernardo did not seem over y
concerned th at money was still
outstanding,even though the cash
boxes should have been reconciled
right after Homecoming. "l th ink
we'll get them returned. Wealways do. We will charge the accounts (of the organizations who
have not returned their cash boxes)
and then they will come and
straighten it ou t."
Student Union President john
Cranley and Treasurer Michael
Colyer are content with the Weekend, and especially with the ou
come of the Homecoming dance.
"I am very satisfied that we were
able to lower prices and increase
the number of people who could
attend the dance as well as make a
slight profit,' said Colyer.
AI I but seven of the 250 ava i 1-

tive officers themselves. "1 think
maybe she wanted us to take more
of an active role ," be said.
Cranleya nd Glunz said part of
the problem might have been a
miscorn m unication between
those involved, and they were always ready to help if needed.
Regard less,Cranley was happy
to see the I-Chis and the Student
Union carry everything through .
'lt was neat to see the 1-Chis and
the Student Union work together
in a crisis," he said.
able bids were sold, a promising
sign because the dance has not
been th at close to selling out in
years.
a Homecoming 1 weres 1 v n
the opportunity to nominate candidates for king and queen at a $1
charge. Colyer said that the profits from the sale of nominations,
which totaled around $20, were
deposited into the Stu&nt Union's
general fund.
Cranley mentioned that the
decision to charge for nominations
was no t a new idea; it was something that had always been done
in the past. However, he added,
since this tradition has been so
highly criticized, it will be reevaluated for next year.
"I think Homecoming wenr really well. The JCU community
had a chance to parry at the block
party, which was needed, and the
dance was a good rime had by all,"
Cranley said.
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Wo r 1 d Briefs
There ts the possibility that
the senate will end up in a split
after November's elections.
Early indications had the GOP
winning back majority rule but
as election day approaches it
seems that races in Connecticut,
New York, New jersey. and West
Virginia will lean to tbe Demo-
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Dau Quayle from the Republican ticket in 1992. But according
to excerpts from the Quest for
Presidency 1992 in
Ntwswed&, Bush .stood finn on

the

his running mate'utatus.lpo!"

ingpleasfromaidawhoclabiltd
that Quayle leaned to die far
right and weighed doWn the

crars helping to maintain, at the campaign. £\ltn Gerald Yord
least, balance.
ptaad a calf to Bush-urging tOm
Meanwhile. in Ohio. Governor George V. Voinovlch, wl)o

to find a new mace. ~ mQSt
likely replacement? lieneral

Colin Powell.

seemsdestinrd fora not her term,

says hr had no knowledge thar
his campaign accepted any
gambling money; more than
$150,000 from gaming and racing interests has found its way·to
his campaign treasury since

1990.
Pope john Paul II marked his
16th anniversary in the papacy
by presenting five people to

North Korean pact possible by tomorrow
James Aurlcchlo
World View Editor
After months of tension,
the U.S. and North Korea finally
formed a draft agreement to freeze
North Korea's nuclear program.
Robert Gallucci , the United
States' chief negotiator, said the
draft would be signed in Geneva
tomorrow if Washington, and
Pyongyang, North Korea's capital,
approve the 'broadly acceptable
and positive text .'
Negotiators said that under the
pact: North Korea would agree to

a total freeze of its programs and
completely comply with international treaties and inspections.
Radioactive rods, believed to be
used in development of nuclear
weapons, would be stored and
evemually shipped our of the
country.
ln return, the U.S. would organize a consortium that would include South Korea and japan to
offer financial support for a lightwater nuclear reactor for North
Korea. It would be much harder to

divert weapon grade plutonium
from this type of reactor. North
Korea would be given coal or oil
for energy purposes in the interim.
lh addition, a gradual move toward normalcy of relations between the U.S. and North Korea,as
well as South Korea, would be
adopted.
Some critics are still skeptical,
or, at least cautious , about the
longevity of any agreement, however others consider this a major
breakthrough.

Embargoes that would have
beenlif ted fromlraqmay remain
due to Saddam Hussein's recent
military activity near the Kuwaiti border last week despite
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Resignation

Liberties Union of Ohio, this case
of censorship will be reviewed by
the Cleveland Legal Committee
whichconsistsof ACLUanorneys
from theClevelandarea,as well as
the Ohio Legal Committee, made
up of ACLU attorneys from
around the state. The group will
decide whether 10 take legal action in the case, O'Neill said.
"It's a college setting with an
understanding that it is a student
publication with student editing,"
O'Neill said. "These are direct
quotes from individual students.
How is the university tied to these
quotes?"
According to Michelle Collodi,
current Carillon editor-in-chief ,
the ·1993-1994 yearbook is expected to be delivered the end of
October or early November.
The deletion of the quotes was
unfair to do to the John Carroll
community as well as the yearbook staff, Caserta said.
"ln a way I do feel slighted af rer
all the hard work I put in," Caserta
said."That'swharall my hard work
boils down to is two stupid
quotes?"

PI~~z

381-5555

We

quotes were removed bee a use _they
were embarrassing to the umverstry commumty He made the decision to remove the quotes because they represented the parricularsrudentsin a negative tone,
Bookwalter said.
"1 judged that [the students]
would [agree)," Bookwalter said of
the deletions.
However, McGuinness was
never informed that her words
would be taken from the yearbook.
"l wasn't called and I doubt
Kerri was," said .McGuinness. "It's
kind of sad l didn't find out."
Kutz, who confirmed she was
not notified of the deletion, disagreed with the removal of her
quote, citing theedi10rof the yearbook should have the last word in
what the Carillon publishes.
Karen Kasner, the Carillon
moderator and a non-faculty
memberofjohnCarroll. would not
comment on her knowledge of the
deletions.
"I'm not going 10 confirm or
deny or comment," Kasner said.
According to Kevin O'Neill, legal director for the American Civil
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Censor
continued from page 1
mistake, not to censor the yearbook.
"I see no essential default m
correcting a mistake," said
Bookwalter. "The easiest thing to
do was to take it out. It was my
responsibility to make this deci sion on behalf of the university
and I made the decision"
Bookwalter deleted the quotes
while acting as vice president for
Student Affa trs,a position he filled
during the interim before Rev
Richie Salmi,SJ took over the position in August.
However, the John Carroll UmversityStudent Handbook contradicts Bookwalter's decision that
the deletions were based on correc ting a mistake as opposed to

O'Malley
continued from page 1
The Fegen Family Writing
Center, is named after Joseph P. '34
and Alberta Fegen who were the
parentS of J Peter '59, Michael '63
and David Fegen, '64. The writing
center provides help to students
who want to have a paper proofread before turning it in. In addition ,there isacomputer classroom
which is theth1rd of the three computerized classrooms in the building.
The O'Malley Center also contains over 70 faculty offices and
eight regular classrooms. Architect Ronald Payto, the principal
designer from URS Consultants,
applied a design similar to that of
the Administration Building,even
matching the brick color, said
O'Malley. He added, "It picks upon

The Carroll News, October 20, 1994

censoring a student press, Hi estand said
On page 17 of the Student
Handbook, which was revised
with Bookwalter's approval on
July 7,1994, the pohcy for the student press at john Carroll Universny 1s: "The student press ts to be
f reeof censorship.Theeditorsand
managers shall not be arbitrarily
suspended because of srudent.faculty, administration , alumni, or
community disapproval of editona l policyorcoment.Similarfreedom is assured oral stateme nts of
views on the university-controlled
and student-operated radio stati on. Thised itorial freedom entails
a corollary obligation under the
canons of responstble journalism
and applicable regulations of the
Federal Communications Commission."

Accord ing to page l4of the Student Handbook, the "student
press" is defined as "an organi7ation whose primary purpose is t
publicize and distribute any pub
hcation on campus or a regular
publication of any organization •
According to Htestand, students made a decision to attend
john Carroll University,giving up
the1r ngh ts w go elsewhere, but at
the same time, they gained the
rights John Carroll Uni versity
promised in the Student Handbook. Those rights have been broken, he said.
"The courts have sa id tf a school
has made a promise then they have
to hold to that," Hiestand said.
"This is clearly censorship and it
surprises me that [Bookwalter]
claims that it is not "
According to Bookwalter, the

one of the most famous landmarks
in the city- the Arcade," a mall in
downtown Cleveland.
The dedication ceremony began at II a.m. with a welcomefrom
john G. Breen, Chairman of the
John Carroll University Board of
Trustees.Breen then introduced Fr.
Michael J Lavelle, president of
john CarrolL
Lavelle spoke a bout what
O'Malley had done for the school
during his eight years as president
and how the Ce nter would continue O'Malley's legacy.
Lavelle described three main
objectives of a college education;
to be able tothink, speak and comm unicatewith others. He said that
the O'Malley Center is dedicated
to these tasks.
Representative Louis Stokes of
the 11th Congressiona I Distri ct
referred to a federal gran t which

heandSenatorjohnGlenn helped
secure for john Carroll to train veterans to teach math and science in
urban schools. He said that john
Ca rroll was an excellent institution deserving of the $5.3 million
grant 'to make an im pact on the
situation' of urban education.
Mrs. EG. O'Neill, a major conuibutor to the Center, also a ttended. "It's fabulous , there's not a
single detail missing,"said O'NeilL
Following t he dedication, th e
O'Malley Center was open for
tours. Student hostswereavailable
for directions.The East Asian Studies Program , in coordination wi th
the Department of Classical and
Modern Languages and Cultures,
hired Daniel Mantay, who owns a
japanese/Chinese tea house, to
play traditionalja panese flutes on
the first fl oor during the open
house.

quotes were removed because they
were embarrassing to the university community He made the decision to remove the quotes because they represented the parncularstudents in a negative tone,
Bookwalter sa1d.
"I judged that {the students]
would [agree]," Book walter said of
the deletions.
However, McGuinness was
never tnformed that her words
would betaken from the yearbook
"I wasn't ca lled and I doubt
Kerri was," said .McGuinness. klt's
kind of sad I didn't fi nd our."
Kutz, who confirmed she Was
not notified of the deletion, disagreed with the removal of her
quote, citing theeditorof t he yea rbook should have the last word in
what the Caril lon pubhshes.
Karen Kasner, the Carillon
moderator and a non-faculty
memberofJohnCarroll. would not
comment on her knowledge of the
delet ions.
"I'm not going to confirm or
deny or comment," Kasner said_
According to Kevin O'Neill, legal director for the American Civil

Resignation
continued from page 1
pened yet," she said.
Paul jordan, prestdent of Iota
Chi Upsilon, which co-sponsored
Homecoming,feltSpanglerdid an
excellent job, and she should receive much of the credit. "She a lready did all the work beforehand,
but I thought we had a good relationship," he said.
Billy Glunz, Student Union
chief justice, thought the problem
might have been with the execu-

Homecoming
continued from page 1
organizations still have not tu rned
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overly
concerned that money was still
outstanding,even though the cash
boxes should have been reconciled
right after Homecom ing. "1 think
we'll get them returned. We always do. We will charge the ac counts (of the organizations who
have not re turned their cash boxes)
and then they will come and
straighten it out"
Student Union President john
Cranley and Treasurer Michael
Colyer are content with the Weekend, and especially with the ou
c_ome of the Homecoming dance.
"lam very satisfied that we were
able to lower prices and increase
the number of people who could
attend the dance as well as make a
slight profit," said Colyer.
All but seven of the 250 avail-

Liberties Union of Ohio, this case
of censorship will be reviewed by
the Cleveland Legal Committee
which consists of ACLUatrorneys
from the Cleveland area, as well as
the Ohio legal Committee, made
up of ACLU attorneys from
around the state. The group will
decide whether to take legal action in the case, O'Neill said.
"It's a college setting with an
understanding that it is a student
publication with student editing,"
O'Neill said. "These are direct
quotes from individual st udents.
How is the university tied to these
quotes?"
According to Michelle Collodi,
current Caril lon editor-in-chief,
the -1993-1994 yearbook is expected to be delivered the end of
October or early November.
The deletion of the quotes was
unfair to do to the John Carroll
community as well as the yearbook staff, Caserta said.
"Ina way I do feel slighted after
all th e hard work I put in," Caserta
said."That'sw hat all my hard work
boils down to is two stupid
quotesr
tive officers th~mselves. "!think
maybe she wanted us totakemore
of an active role," he said.
Cran ley and Glunz said part of
the problem might have been a
miscommunication between
those involved , and they were always ready to help if needed.
Regardless,Cranleywashappy
to see the l-Chis and the Student
Union carry everything through.
"It was neat to see the !-Ch is and
the Student Union work together
in a crisis," he said.
able bid s were sold, a promising
sign because the dance has not
been that close to sell ing out in
years.
the opportunity to nominate candidates for king and queen at a $1
charge. Colyer said that the profits from the sale of nominations,
which totaled around $20, were
deposited intotheStu&ntUnion's
general fund.
Cranley m entioned that the
dec isiontochargefornominations
was not a new idea; it was something tha t had always been done
in the past. However, he added ,
since th is tradition has been so
highly criticized, it will be reevaluated for next year. .
"I think Homecoming went really welL The JCU community
had a chance ro party at the block
party, which was needed , and the
dance was a good time had by all,"
Cranley said.
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Meanwhile. in Ohio. Governor George V Volnovlch. wl)o
seems destined for another term,
says he had no knowledge that
his campaign accepted any
gambling money; more than
$150.000 from gaming and racing interests has found its way· co
h1s campaign treasury s1nce
1990.

Peace talks between Israel
and the Palestinians, halted last
week. The Islamic Resi$tance
Movement kidna11ped an Israeli
soldier who was kHted Ina failed
rescue attempt, thus halting
talks [or peace. After meeung
with his Cabinet Sunday, Prime
Minster Y1tshak Rabin decided
ro resume talks and to hft the
ban on Travel out of

lJ!t

Strip.

North Korean pact possible by tomorrow
James Aurlcchlo
World View Editor
After months of tension ,
the U.S. and North Korea finally
formed ad raft agreement to freeze
North Korea·s nuclear program.
Robert Gallucc i, the United
States' chief negotiator, said the
draft would be signed in Geneva
tomorrow i.f Washington , and
Pyongyang, North Korea's capital,
approve the 'broadly acceptable
and positive text.'
Negotiators said that under the
pact: North Korea would agree to

a total freeze of its programs and
completely com ply with international treaties and inspections.
Radioactive rods, believed w be
used in development of nuclear
weapons, would be stored and
eventually shipped out of the
country.
In return, the U.S. would organi ze a consort ium that would include South Korea and japan to
offer financial support for a lightwater nuclear reactor for North
Korea. It would be much harder to

divert weapon grade plutonium
from this type of reactor. North
Korea would be given coal or oil
for energy purposesin the interim.
lh addition, a gradual move toward normalcy of relations between the U.S. and North Korea, as
well as South Korea, would be
adopted.
Some critics are still skeptical,
or, at least cautious, about the
longevity of any agreement, however others consider this a major
breakthrough.

Embargoes that would have
beenlifted fromlraqmayremain
due to Saddam Hussein's recent
military activity near the Kuwaiti border last week
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There is the possiblhty chat
the senate will end up in a split
after November's elections.
Early indkations had the GOP
winning back majority rule but
as election day approaches it
seems that races in Connecticut,
New York, New jersey. and West
Virginia will lean to the DemocratS helping to maintain. at the
least, batimce.
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Ginn Institute brings responsibility to business
Mike Gildea
Staff Reporter

Encouraging ethics and responsibilities in business is w hat
the Ginn Institute strives to accomplish. 1t has resulted m the
exchange of ideas that has expanded across the globe.
The Ginn Institute, directed by
Robert Ginn, professor at John
Carroll University,developsactivities that promote ethical awareness in business The Institute's
advisory board, under the leadershipof Ginn,consistsof three faculty members from the School of
Business, two from the School of
Arts and Science, and five business leaders from the community,
said Ginn
"The lnstitute was a way for
John Carroll to make an impact
on the broader business
communny which would help
bus mess better socia I respons1 bility," said Ginn. The Ginn Institute
was founded on the 1dea of social
respons1bihty and the improvemenr of business ethics.
•Promounganddevelopingthe
values of ethical actions in the

community," IS the object of the
ln sti tute according to Ginn lnsnrute literature.
The orgamzation 1s designed
to have a great deal of leeway tn
1he projects it chooses.
"To have flexibility to respond
toopportunitiesand chal lenges as
they arise is a great benefit ," said
james Daley, associate dean of the
School of Business.
Thelnsmuterealizesthatneeds
and challenges presented in
today's world mayvaryand 1t must
adjust to new ideas. The institute
remains open to new ideas and is
not locked into an identical project
agenda from year to year.
In the summer of 1993, the institute co-sponsored a project
which brought citizens of therepublic of Czechoslovakia to the
United States.They stayed for three
weeks and were given tours of the
greater Cleveland area and of businesses which had encountered
renovation needs,said Ginn. Many
old buildings in Czechoslovakia
need to be remodeled , he said. The
tour provides ideas on how to best
do this

One of the businesses toured
was the American Steel and Wire
company, which operates in a
bUIIdmg that was constructed in
the 1940's. Its building renova tion s resulted in a more competitive and efficient business
ln the future,theGinn Institute
will work wnh the Better Business
Bureautoawardcompanieswhich
show a high level of social responsibility in business, said Ginn.
"ltwillrecognize thosecompanies which have integrity in consumer service," said Ginn.
Acompany'ssubmitted project
will be judged on its customer service and on the degree of ethics it
shows, said Ginn.
Another proJect on which the
institute is working is in cooperati on with the Center of Profess10na I Ethics at Case Western Reserve University and St. Paul's
Episcopal Church.
Steven Cartier, professor at the
Yale School of Law, will be in the
GreaterClevelandareaonNovember 3, to speak about the
trivialization of religion in society today, said Ginn.

$1C$Sy Zdtt

Robert Ginn is director of the Ginn Institute, Yvtlich fosters
ethical responsibility in business.

School of Business faculty and students participate in annual SBAC sponsored event
Staff Reporter

Faculty and students in the
School of Business will once again
be sporting t hei rsweats a ndshorts
while participating in the Fall
Sports Spectac ular on Friday, October 22.

An annual traditiorrsince 1987,
the Spectacular consists of competition between School of Business students and faculty representing their majors in various
sporting even ts.
Beginning at 2 p.m. in the in tram ura 1 gym, there will be vol-

leyball, 3-on-3 basketball, mystery relay, and a mystery event.
Following the sports activities will
be a cookout concluding with a
happy hour in the Wolf and Pot.
Local businesses will provide
the awards.
The event, which has been in

(formally Mugsy's)

Welcome JCU Students

pl anning since the first week of
school, is organized by the Student Business Advisory Council
(SBAC). james Daley, associate
dean of the School of Business,
and RobertGi nn , professor in the
School of Business, also helped to
plan the event.
The Sports Spectacular brings
together st ude nts an d fac ul ty
m m r r m 1l m
. and
noncompetitive.
Scott Ziska, co-chairperson of
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the Fall Sports Spectacular and
president of the Accounting Association, said it is held "to foster
friendly competition within the
School of Business involving both
students and faculty."
"It is not intended to be an
over! y serious sporting event," said
Ziska. "The main purpose is togo
there and support your major in a
frl
.
Marian Extejt, professor in the
Marketing, Management, and Logistics Department, has been a
participant since its initiation and
looks forward 10 this year's con,
test, she said.
She sees the m ain benefit of
the day as "br inging students and
faculty toge th er in a situation outside the classroom." Ex tejt feels it
increases communication between the two groups.
All students and faculty are
invited to the games. "We're anticipating a really good turn out,"
said Bob Castagnero, chairperson
of SBAC.
So far, 80 students have signed
up to participate, he said.
"SBAC would like to encourage
all business and potential business majors to come out and root
for their major," said Ziska.

O'Rielly's Pub
13962 Cedar Rd. • University Hts.,

OH
321-9356
Daily Lunch Specials
available w/ Student ID
Sandwich & Fries
15¢ Wings every Man, Wed , & Thurs
Fri -Fish & Chips $4.9 5
Man - Thurs 5-7 any Sandwich & Fries $3.95
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. • Beer Specials •

21 & Older Only
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Diebold exec explains risks, benefits of
expanding into international markets
Adam Carmichael

Sports Spectacular fosters 'friendly competition'
Lori Ruk

The Carroll News, October 20, 1994

Staff Reporter
The risks of kidnapping, ransom, thef t,and attacks are not risks
typical! y thought of in a business
setti ng. However, in international
business. these are some of the
risks businesspeople encounter
abroad.
Edgar Petersen, vice-president
and gene ral manager of lnternationalSalesandServiceof Diebold,
Inc., spoke to a Jardine room capacity crowd last Monday night
about these and other considerations in the global market.
"Today, you're really not prepared for a business career unless
you have some knowledge of the
international scene," said Petersen.
Diebold is involved in the production of Automated Teller Machines (ATM), security, and selfservice systems among olher
products and variations, and has
recently expanded to compete in
the global marketplace.
Petersen used stories of personal experiences to emphasize
the point that being aware of in-

ternational differences is ke}' to
business today.
"Success in the global arena
takes a lot of hard work," he said.
Petersen hails the global marketplace as a "new-found religion,"
stressing that 95 percent of the
world's population livesoutsideof
the United States.
"It's an immense challenge to
overcome the cultural, social, poli tical and physical barriers tocertain markets, much less to compete with other businesses already
established in those markets,"
Petersen said. This is the underlying theme of the importance of
these foreign markets.
He gave examples of culture
shock
for
American
businesspeople in China who live
in tiny, expensive apartments
without Western culture outlets.
In So uth America, for example,
there are risks of kidnapping, ransom, theft , and attacks. "B ut that's
the excitement and the penalty of
working in the international environment ," Petersen said.
Petersen offered hiscompany's

strategy for remaining competitive in the international market.
Diebold'score bus messes of ATM's,
security, and service are expanded
globallywhile they are researched
and enhanced domesucally.
Dtebold has evolved significantly over the years into a systems integration company,deliveringa combination of hardware,
software, and service solutions to
financial-anda growing number
of non-financ ial - customers,
Petersen said.
"You have to adapt if you want
to prosper in the international
marketplace," he said.
For example, in Israel, stocks
are traded from ATM machines.
Because many people in South
Africa cannot read or write, they
receive social secur it y payments
through self -service machines,
usi ng fingerprints as a means for
identification .
In the United States, ATM's
h ave even been insta lled in
McDona ld's, the only non-revenue produc ing items ever allowed in their resta urants.

Investment,
.free of risk
Kevin Bachman and
Mary Myers
The Carroll News
The AT&T stock challenge
is underway for the second
consecutive year, and john
Carroll students are competing against thousands of students nationwide to make the

best investments.
Ouvea~

Edgar Petersen, vice president
of Diebold, Inc.

In the U.S, Diebold has reached
the universitycommunity,as well
as similar insti tutions, thro ugh
!CAM, Integrated Campus Access
Management A single card is used
to pay for meals, buy books, make
copies, a ndobtain admittance into
residen e halls.
In short, there is a diversity of
markets and opportunities available throughout the world .
"There are enough opportunities out there to keep a company
the size of Diebold busy for years,"
Petersen satd. "Opportunities
abound - have confidence and be
prepared to take the risk!"

Business Advisory Council makes suggestions f~r the future
Brian Rac clato

ments in the School 's curriculum .
The stude nts are represented
The 1994 report by John by the chai rperson of the Student
Carroll's Office of St udent Career Business Ad visory Council
Developmeia showed 71.6 percent (SBAC), Robert Castagnero.
of 1994 business graduates now
It is h is responsibili ty to keep
employed and another 6.2 percent communication open betwee n t he
in graduate school.
different o rganizations of the
The Business Advisory Coun- School of Business.
cil helps john Carroll's School of
"I was im pressed with the inBusin ess p rod uce a program put - academically and socially,
whic h better prepares bu siness from the member>,"
graduates to meet t he demands of satd of
employment and graduate school. everyone on the same page."
The Business Advisory Council
He also keeps thechairperso ns
(BAC) was established with the of the various departments in
School of Busi ness in 1945 Frank rouch with their students. This
Navratil, Dean of the School of helps Castagnero represent the
Business, restructured the BAC in students better.
"TheSBACisan important link
1986.
Navratil described the council between the students and the adas "a group of businesspeople, ministration. It is nice to know the
many w ho are local alumni ,com- deans are there to help implement
mitted to learning what goes on our ideas," says Sharon Kolo, vicein the School of Business and 10 president of the Accounting Asadvise it to better accomplish its sociation.
objectives." Some of these profesThe BAC suggests c urricular
sionals take part in the council changes and discusses other varibecause they feel higher education ous issues related to the School of
is not doing enough for students, Business.
Navratil added.
For instance, during the spring
Local businesspeople, includ- BAC meeting, the possibility of
ing many corporate executives. revising john Carroll's Master in
take part in such programs in or- Business Administration (MBA)
der to help de velop the type of program was discussed. Members
people they hope to em ploy in the deliber ated whether this would
future. Because of t heir experience weaken or strengthen the proin the business world, alumni are . gram . Disc~Issionscontinueddur
helpful in adv ising current j ohn ing the fall meeting, when memCarroll professors.
bers also discussed the change in
The BAC meets twice a year, in requirements for future accountthespringand in thefal i.Th e BAC ing students.
evalua tes trends and devel?pBy the year :WOO, those w ho
Staff Reporter
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wish to become CPA's must have
150 hours of course work, instea d
of the current 128. These changes
are mandated by the American
In stitute of Certified Public Accou ntants.
"The council discussed immed iate concerns, and how the outside business world can assist the
School of Business," said

Castagnero.
Recently, the BAC has been
planning the celebration of the
fif neth annive rsary of the School
of Busi ness, but has not yet
reached any official decisions.
Possibdn ies for the celebration are a joh n Carroll Alu m n i
Business Hall of Fame, and a
bus iness fair for students.
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The Finance committee is
sponsoring the Stock Challenge as a fund raiser, and 13
groups have signed uptocompete in the event. The stock
challenge Is a national compe-:
tition, and participants com·
pete for prizes.
Scott Daum p.nd Bill
Mitchtll,co-chatrpersonsof the
Finance committee, said stu·
dents participatingIn the com-

petition get the experien~ of
deabng with thl)lmar~t.

,tgivesyouanoppottublt
s~.ooo in t'he
m.arket. free ~risk,• said
to play with

Mitchen. Thfslsthe_ontytime
studenr.scanearnreturn without risk, he said.
The Carroll New$ has re·

cei ved four complimentary accounts and will be playing

along with the other participants . The CN w!U run a
weekly column with standings and
USA
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Ginn Institute brings responsibility to business
Mi ke Gildea
Staff Report er
E ncouraging eth ics and responsibili ties in busi ness is what
th e Gi nn Institute stri ves to accomplish. It has resulted in the
exc h ange of ideas that has exp and ed across the globe.
The Ginn lnst itute, directed by
Ro bert Gin n, professor at john
Car rol! University,developsactivitie s that promote ethica l awareness in business. The Institute's
advisory board, under the leadersh i pof Ginn,conststsof three faculty members from the School of
Business, two from the School of
Arts and Science, and five bustness leaders from thecommunHy,
said Ginn
"The Institute was a way for
j o h n Carroll to make an impact
on
th e broader business
com m unit y... which would hel p
business better social responsibility,fl said Ginn. T he Ginn Institute
was founded on the 1dea of social
respons ibility and the improvement of business ethics.
"Promonnga nd developing the
va l ues of ethica l actio ns in the

community," is the object of the
Institute according to Ginn lnstitute literature.
The orgamzation is designed
to have a great deal of leeway in
the projects it chooses.
~To have flexibility to respond
toopportun itiesand challenges as
they arise is a great benefit," said
JamesDaley,associatedeanofthe
Sc hool of Business.
Thelnstituterealizesthatneeds
and challenges presented in
today's world may vary and it must
adjust to new ideas. The institute
rema ins open to new ideas and is
not locked into an identical project
agenda from year to year.
In the summer of 1993, the institu te co-spo nsored a project
w h1ch brought citize ns of the republic of Czechoslovakia to the
UmtedStates.Theystayed for three
weeks and were given tours of the
greater Cleveland area and of businesses which had encountered
renovationneeds,said Ginn. Many
old build ings in Czechoslovakia
need to be remodeled, he said. The
tour provides ideas on how to best
do this.

One of the businesses toured
was the American Steel and Wire
company, which operates in a
building that was constructed in
the 1940's Its buildmg renovations resulted in a more competitive and efficienr business.
In the f uture,theGtnn Institute
will work with the Better Bus mess
Bureautoawardcompameswhich
show a high level of social responsibility in business, said Gmn.
' ltwillrecognizethosecompanies which have integrity in consumer service," sa id Ginn.
Acompany'ssubmitted project
will be judged on its custom er service and on the degree of et hics it
shows, said Gi nn.
Another project on w h ic h the
institu te is working is in cooperation w ith the Center of Professional Ethics at Case Western Reserve University and St. Paul's
Episcopal Church.
Steven Cartier, professor at the
Yale School of Law, will be in the
GreaterClevelandareaon November 3, to speak about the
trivializanon of religio n in society today, said Ginn.

Stessy7..tler

Robert Ginn is director of the Ginn Inst itute, which fosters
ethical responsibility in business.

School of Business faculty and students participate in annual SBAC sponsored event
Staff Reporter
Fac ulty and st udents in the
School of Business will once again
be sporti ng theirsweatsandshorts
while partici pating in the Fal l
Sports Spec tac ula r on Friday, October 22.

Ana nn ual tradition since 1987,
the Spectac ular consis ts of competition between Sc hool of Business students and faculty representi ng th eir majors in va ri ous
sporting events.
Begin ni ng at 2 p.m. in the intramural gym, there w ill be vol-

ley ball , 3-on-3 basketball , myster y relay, and a mystery even t.
Followingthespons activities will
be a cookout concluding with a
happy hour in the Wolf and Pot.
Local businesses will provide
the awards.
The event, which has bee n in

pla nni ng since the fi rst week of
school, is organized by the Student Business Ad visory Council
(SBAC). james Da ley, associate
dean of the Sc hool of Business,
a nd RobenG i nn, professor in the
Sc hool of Business, also helped to
plan the event.
The Sports Spectac ular brings
together st udents and facu lty
m m r fr m
ma
, and
noncom peti live.
Scott Ziska, co-c hair person of

an

(formally Mugsy's)

METAL

Welcome JCU Students

RULES!

Stop in with Carroll ID and your first beer
is on us!

--·-························-Daily 99¢ Happy Hour 4-8
MONDAY:

$1.00 Domestics
All Day I All Night

TUESDAY: Drink & Drown Bash
25~

WEDNESDAY:

Draft

99¢ Long Islands
All Day I All Night

mURSDAY: The Ultimate Ladies
Night Free Drinks 8-11
FRIDAY:

Progressive Happy Hour
99¢ from 4-10

Now seroing you with three locations:
EUCLID, EASTLAKE, and CLEVELAND HTS (Mugsy's address)

phone #932-6999

John Carroll University

RADIO

the Fall Sports Specta cular and
preside nt of the Accounting Association, said it is held ' to foster
friend ly competit ion w ithin the
School of Busin ess in volving both
students and faculty."
"lt is not intended to be a n
over] y serioussportingevent,"said
Ziska. "The main purpose is togo
there and support your major in a
~le~~~~~~~----~==~~~ ·
Marian Extejt, profc sor in the
Marketing, Management, and Logisti cs Departme nt, has been a
participant since its initiation and
looks forward to this year's con,
test, she said.
She sees the mai n 'benefa of
the d ay as "bringing students and
facu lty together in a situation outside t he classroom." Extejt feels it
inc reases communication between the two groups.
All students and fac ulty are
invited to the ga mes. ' We're antici pating a rea lly good turn out,"
sa id Bob Cas tag nero, cha irperson
ofSB AC
So fa r, 80 students have signed
up to participate, he said.
"SBAC would like to enco urage
all b usiness and potential business majors to come out and root
for the ir major," said Ziska.

O'Rielly's Pub
13962 Cedar Rd. • University Hts.,

OH
321-9356
Daily Lunch Specials
available w/ Student ID
Sandwich & Fries
15¢ Wings every Mon, Wed, & Thurs
Fri - Fish & Ch ips $4.95
Mon - Thurs 5-7 any Sandwich & Fries $3.95

• Great Selection of Imports •
. • Beer Specials •

21 & Older Only
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Diebold exec explains risks, benefits of
expanding into international markets
Adam Cannichael

Sports Spectacular fosters 'friendly competition'
Lori Ruk
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St aft Re porter
The risks of kidnapping, ransom, thef t,and attacks are not risks
typ ically thought of in a business
setting. However, in international
business, these are some of the
risks businesspeople encounter
abroad.
Edgar Petersen, vice-president
and general manager of lnternationa!Salesa nd Serviceof Diebold,
Inc., spoke ro a Jard ine room capac ity crowd last Mo nday night
abo ut these and other consid erations in th e global market.
"Today, you're reall y not prepared for a busmess career unless
yo u have some knowledge of the
in ternational scene," said Peterse n.
Diebold is involved in th e production of Automated Teller Machines (ATM), security, and sel fservice sys tem s amo ng o th er
prod ucts and variations, and has
recently expanded to compete in
th e global ma rketplace.
Petersen used stor ies of pe rsonal e xperiences to emphasize
the point that being aware of in-

ternational differences is key to
business today
"Success in the global arena
takes a lot of hard work," he said.
Petersen hails the global marketplace a sa 'new-found religion,"
stressing that 95 percent of the
world's population livesoutsideof
the United States.
"It's an immense challenge to
overcome the cultural, socia I, political and physical ba rrierstocertain markets, m uch less to competewi th oth er businessesalread y
establ is hed in th ose ma rk ets,"
Petersen said. This is the underlying them e of the importance of
these foreign ma rke ts.
He gave exam ples of c ultu re
shock
fo r
A m erica n
busi ness people in Ch ina who ltve
in tin y, expen sive apa rt ments
with out Weste rn culture outlets.
In Sout h America, for example,
th erea re risksof kidnap ping, ranso m, theft , and attacks. "But tha t's
th e exci tement a nd the pe nalty of
work ing in the internat ional environment," Pete rsen said.
Petersen offered his com pa ny's

strategy for remaining competitive in the international market
Diebold 'score businesses of ATM's,
security,a nd serviceareexpanded
globallywhile they are researched
and enhanced domestically.
Dtebold has evolved significant ly over the years mto a systems integration company, delivering a com bmation of hardware,
software, and service solutions to
fi nancia l - a nd a growing n umber
of non-financia l - customers,
Petersen said.
"You have to ad apt if you wa nt
to prospe r in th e interna tio na l
marketplace," he said
For exa m pie, in Israel, stocks
are traded from ATM machines.
Because many people in South
Afr ica cannot read or w ri te, they
receive socia l securi ty payments
thro ug h self -se rvice m ach ines,
using fingerprints as a mea ns for
identification .
[n the United States, AT M's
have even been ins ta lle d in
McDona ld's, th e o nl y non-revenue prod uci ng items eve r allowed in th eir resta ura nts.

Investment,

.free of risk
Kevin Bachman and
Mary Myers
The CMoll News

The AT&T stock challenge
ts underway for the second
consecutive year, and john
Carroll students are compet-

Chm~~

Edgar Petersen, vice president
of Diebold, Inc.

In the U.S, Diebold has reached
the universitycommunay,as well
as si m ilar in stit utions, thro ugh
!CAM, Integra ted Camp us Access
Manageme nt Asinglecard is used
to pay for mea ls, buy books, make
cop1es,a nd obtai n ad minance into
residence halls.
In short, there is a diverstty of
markets and opportunities available througho ut the world.
"There are enough opportu nities out there to keep a com pan y
the size of Diebold busy for years, "
Pe terse n said. ' Opportunities
abound - have confidence and be
prepared to ta ke the risk!"

Business Advisory Council makes suggestions f~r the future
Brian Racclato

ments in the School's curr icul um.
Staff Report er
The students are represented
The 1994 report by j ohn by the chair person of the Student
Carrolls Office of Student Career Bus iness Adv isory Co u nci l
Developmeh t showed 71.6 percent (SBAC), Robert Castagnero.
of 1994 business graduates now
It is h is responsibili ty to keep
employed and anot her 6.2 percent comm unication open between the
in gradua te sc hool.
differen t organizations of the
The Busi ness Advisory Coun- School of Business.
ci I helps john Carroll's School of
"I was impressed with th e inBusin ess produce a program put - academically and sociall y,
which better prepares busin ess from the mem
" Ca
graduates to meet the demands of saitlmthe
employment and gradua te schooL everyon e on the sa me page."
He also keeps the c hairpersons
The Business Advisory Council
(BAC) was established w ith the of the va rious department s in
School of Busmess in 1945. Frank touc h w ith the ir studen ts. This
Navratil, Dean of the Sc hool of helps Castag nero re prese nt t he
Business, restructured the BAC in students better.
"T he SBA Cis an im portan t li nk
1986.
Navratil described the council between the stude nts a nd the adas "a group of b usinesspeople, ministration. lt is nice to k now the
m any who are loca l al umn i, com- dean s are there to help implement
m itted to learning what goes on our ideas," says Sharon Kolo, vicein t he Sc hool of Business and to preside nt of the Accounting Asad vise it to better accomplish its sociat io n.
o bject ives." Some of these profesThe BAC suggests cur ricular
sion als take part in the coun cil cha nges and discusses othe r varibecause they feel higher educa tion ous issues related to the School of
is not d oi ng enough for students, Busi ness.
Nav ratil added.
For instance, du ring the spring
Local businesspeople , includ- BAC mee ti ng, the possibility of
ing man y corpora te exec utives, revising j ohn Carroll's Master in
take pa rt in suc h programs in or- Business Adm inistra ti on (MBA )
der to help develop the type of program was discussed. Members
people they hope to em ploy in the deliberated whether this wo uld
future. Beca use of their experience wea ken or streng then the proin the business world, alumni are . gram Oisc ussio nsco ntinueddurhelpful in advising current john ing the fall meeting, wh.en memCarroll professors.
bers also discussed the change in
The BAC mee ts twice a year, in requirements for future accountthespringand in the fall .The BAC in g students.
evalua tes trends an d devel?pBy the year 2000, those who

Studen-t Tanning
Special

ffti)ULOUS
10
d Tftn

6 sessions for $24.00.
Unlimited tanning for
1 month only $45.00 ,
regularly $75.00.

Monda y-Friday 9-8 p.m .
Saturday 9-5 p .m . • Sunday 10-2 p.m.
27900 Chagrin at Brainard

• A TAN l NG & NAIL STUDIO

591-1050

wish to become CPA's m ust have
150 hours of course wo rk, instead
of the current 128. These changes
are mandated by the American
Institute of Cert ified Public Accou nta nts.
"The counc il disc ussed immediate concerns, and how the outside business world can assis t the
Sc hool of Business," said

Castagnero.
Recently, the BAC has been
planning the celebration of the
fiftieth anniversaryof theS hool
of Business, b u t has n o t yet
reached any offici al de cis ions.
Possibilities for the celebration are a Joh n Carroll A lumni
Bus iness Hall of Fame, and a
busi ness fair for students.

Tf/~:

I•

mg against thousands of students nationwide to make the
best Investments.
The Finance committee is
sponsoring the Stock Challenge as a fund raiser, and 13
groups havesigneduptocompete in the event- The 'Slock
challenge is a nationalcompetition, and participants compete for prizes.
Scott Daum and Bill
Mltchell.co-chairpersonsof the
Finance committee, said studentsparticlpatinginthecompetition get the experience of
dealing WJth th~ mar~.

'Itgivesyouanopportublt

to play with $$00,00() in the
market, fr~e $)( rfslt.• said
Mitctie1l.Thl$1stheonlytlme

studemscanearnreturn without risk, he said
The Carroll Ntws has received four complimemary accounts and will be playing
along with the other particip ants . The CN will nm a
weekly column with standings and updates. USA

will publi5h ~)llJ&l
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Meet Your Major

Saturday, October 22, 1994
12:30 - 7 p.m.
Outside the RecPiex
CARICATURE ARTIST • CANDY APPLES
POPCORN • COTTON CANDY
Speed Pitch, Dart Throw and Ring Toss for prizes!!!

-

Carnpus
Salon
• Professional Hairdressers

• Student Rates
•Men& Women

s

• Am. 224 Murphy 397-2265
• Hours Tues ,Thurs , Fri

5pm- 10pm

Meet recent history grads, current majors, and
faculty in an informal setting. Find out about major
and minor requirements and prospects for life for
·
history majors after Carroll!

Wednesday,. October 26, 7:00 P.M.
President's Dining Room, SAC

• Alternate Hours by

I '

• I {.

I I '"- 1 I .:,.

Shampoo
& HairCut

$13
Onetan - $6
Six tans - $25
~YJRJJ

=j{Jf!A ~}D.

plus!!!

3~1-9585
2263 Warrensville Rood

ATTENTION
•••
IT'J THE VELCRO WALL!

band

Sh-Boom

Fill out these_Questions and return to Carillon Office (in
RecPlex across from women's locker room) or drop in box at
time of your yearbook sitting for senior section of 1994-95
yearbook.

------------------------1. What was your most memorable dorm
experience at JCU?

• This is the FINAL
opportunity to be
photographed for your 1994
yearbook .

2. What will you miss the most about JCU?

• Sittings will begin Monday
October 24th in the Deans
Conference Room

3. How has John Carroll changed you?

• Sign up for your appointment during week of
October 17th at Dean of
Students Office

•••
HUMAN BOWLING

DJ
Kris Koch

sitting fee $5 - to be paid to Studio at time of sitting

JUMO WRESTLING

JPEED PITCH
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Meet Your Major
Saturday, October 22, 1994
12:30 - 7 p.m.
Outside the RecPiex
CARICATURE ARTIJT • CANDY APPLEJ
POPCORN • COTTON CANDY
Speed Pitch, Dart Throw and Ring Toss for prizes!!!

-

Campus
Salon
• Professional Hairdressers
• Student Rates

•Men & Women

s

• Rm. 224 Murphy 397·2265

• Hours Tues,Thurs, Fri
Spm· 10pm

Meet recent history grads, current majors, and
faculty in an informal setting. Find out about major
and minor requirements and prospects for life for
history majors after Carroll!

Wednesday,. October 26, 7:00P.M.
President's Dining Room, SAC

• Alternate Hours by
request

• Call for appt. - Ga

t "

• 1..:..

l I /'

I I ..:..

Shampoo
& Hair Cut

$13
One tan - $6
Six tans - $25
~JiNJ

')Bbl ?J.'D.

plus!!!
comedienne-magician

3~1-9585
2263 Warrensville Rood

ATTENTION
•••

•••
IT'S THE VELCRO WALL!

band

Sh-Boom

Fill out these. Questions and return to Carillon Office (in
RecPlex across from women's locker room) or drop in box at
time of your yearbook sitting for senior section of 1994-95
yearbook.

------------------------1. What was your most memorable dorm
experience at JCU?

• This is the ANAL
opportunity to be
photographedforyour1994
yearbook .

2. What will you miss the most about JCU?

• Sittings will begin Monday
October 24th in the Deans
Conference Room

3. How has John Carroll changed you?

• Sign up for your appointment during week of
October 17th at Dean of
Students Office

•••
HUMAN BOWLING

DJ
Kris Koch

sitting fee $5 - to be paid to Studio at time of sitting

SUMO WREJTLING

JPEED PITCH

Above: Pat Cozzens dances at the Block
Party. Right: Pat Klus displays his
prowess as a seat cushion salesman.
Below. Is that Mary Pat Kearney behind
that drum?

Above: Mike Coyler and Arnie Rath were voted Homecoming
King and Queen by their peers. Above left: JJ.I-llszczo is a
hot dog when it comes to flipping burgers. Above right: The
John Carroll Band makes its halftime debut. Right: Danielle
Sluga wears JCU pride all over her face.

Right: Liz Saunter takes time out to talk
with Tracy Potts. Below. The 87th
Cleveland Pipes and Drums entertain
the crowd.

Tcx.t and layouL by Melissa Tilk, Eri.: Emba.:her andjaySvoboda, Photos by john R. Thorne, Graphic by Brendan McKillip.
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Above: Pat Cozzens dances at the Block
Party. Right: Pat Klus displays his
prowess as a seat cushion salesman.
Below. Is that Mary Pat Kearney behind
that drum?

Above: Mike Coyler and Arnie Rath were voted Homecoming
King and Queen by their peers. Above left: JJ. Huszczo is a
hot dog when it comes to flipping burgers. Above right: The
John Carroll Band makes its halftime debut. Right: Danielle
Sluga wears JCU pride all over her face.

Right: Liz Saunter takes time out to talk
with Tracy Potts. Below. The 87th
Cleveland Pipes and Drums entertain
the crowd.

Text and layout by MeliSiii Tilk, Eril; Embachc:r and jay Svoboda. Photos by john R.Thorne. Graphi(; by Brendan McKillip.
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The Judybats bring eclectic pop to Cleveland
Catherine Camago

<{

z

r----------------------------------------,
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

i

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

i

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm:'
Then, put your beetle farm in a Jar labeled
"spare change ."

i

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave roo m for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

i

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.

lt

is!;ourages pickpockets. So does wear ing
really tight pants.

i

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
t o use , unless t hey look just li ke you.

Staff Writer

The call came from the lobby
of a friendly's restaurant in lthaca,
N.Y. judybats guita rist, johnny
Sughrue, was taking a break from
a national tour and his raw-grilled
chicken sandwich toanswera few
questions.
The band just released its
fourth album, Full Empty (Sire/
Warner Bros.) this past August and
is now promoting it on a U.S. tour
tha t wtll bring the band to
Cleveland's Odeon tomght (Th ursday, Oct. 20.)
"!like the Agora a lot. Where
are we playing? The Odeon?'
Sughrue asked. "It's weird. lthink
just with the lastalbumourCleveland audience has doubled or
tripled."
The band, which originated in
Knoxville, Tenn., has changed not
only physically through the years,
but its most recent release proves
it is still an evolving band.
"We did a whole lot of experimentation and guitar work on this
new album,tryingallsortsof new
ideas on guitars and keyboards,"
Sughrue explained.
Thephysicalchangesoccurred
after the band's first head li ning
tourforitssecondalbum, Down in

the Shacks Where the Satellite
Dishes Grow. Keyboardist, Peggy
Hambright and bassist, Tim Stutz,
decided that the rock'n'roll life was
not for them.
"Main1y they left on the ir own,
especially Peggy and Tim after the
seco nd tou r," Sughrue said.
(Drummer, Terry Casper, dropped
out while the group was record·
ing its second alb um).
-~.....,....,d of had a rough year
that year,' he comi •. ued. · lt was
our fi rst headlining t0111"1ltld ~
erything was slow, the clubs were
really small. It ended up being a

Copynghc Si~ R.t:cords

The Judybats: David Jenkins (I), Johnny Sughrue, Ed Winters, Jeff Heiskell and Paul Noe.
The current tour, which began
One recent highlight for the
pre u :y rough year and that made
Peggy and Tim re-evaluate what on the West Coast and will wrap band was an appearance on "late
they vvere in this (the band) for. up in November, has been a lot Night with Conan O'Brien' in
Buc they really didn 't enjoy the like that of The Judybats' first October.
traveling and d isappointments."
headlining tour, according to
"It was a lot of fun but very
nerve-wracking att hesame time,"
T h e core of the group consists Sughrue
·Actually, it's been progressing Sugh rue confessed. "They had the
of origina l mem bers,Jeff Heiskell
Cl ea d vocals), Ed Winters (bass preny well,' he said.' There have stage rolled out and ready for us
gui tar) ,a ndSughrue,who allmet been some small disappointing when Conan de ided that he

4w~h~1~·l~e~a;tt;c~nd;i~n~g~t~he.~U~n~•v;e~rs~it~·~o~f,~c~rHo~·~djs~h~uMrf~o~r·th~e~m~o,sijt~J~a~rL~t~he~~IB~~---.~~--~~--~--~·'1~-·exited, the band recruited Dave
Jenkins.

Live mesmerizes crowd
with riveting performance
Derek Dlaz
Editorial Board Director

What's in a name?
Clevelanders found out that for
the band live, recorded musi c
only tells half of the story; the true
strength and talent of the Pennsylvania band members emerge
only in their earth-shattering live
performances, which underscore
their name and their popularity.
Live's concert at the Cleveland
Agora on Oct. 11 opened quietly.
from behind a murky, orange
haze. Edward Kowalczyk shouldered his acoustic six-string and
twanged t he opening notes to
Live's smash single, "Selling the
Drama." The crowd roared to life
and cheered along as the rest of
the band appeared on stage.
from there, Live continued
with "All Over You,' another up·
beat hit from the band's most recent CD, Throw111gCopper. Am1d
the compelling lyrics, drummer
Chad Gracey laid down a fierce,

driving rhyth m that shook the
entire theater. Gracey, throughout
the night, gave an absolutely outstandi ngperformance with his solid
style and short percussion solos.
The band 's strongest piece
came early in the show with a
song titled, "Thunder Crashes,"
dedicated to a friend of the band
who had died recently. The tune
opened to a blackstageandasingle
guitar, which gently chanted a
somber riff. Guitarist Chad Taylor Struck his chords errolessly,
sounding musically the quiet be·
fore the storm. With the howling
vocals and resounding drums, the
aud ie nee could not escape the
crash of the thu nder and emotion.
'With the last song, "The Damn
at Otter Creek," the band ended tts
two- hour spectacle of genius al·
ter native. As the band members
left the stage to the deafening
cheers of the crowd, we all k new
that the band truly lived up to its
name--Live.

CASH FoR BooKS, CDS, TAPES & MORE.
Come in anytime we're open and We' ll make you an offer.

VA N AKEN CENTER GOLDEN GATE PLAZA
283-4420
461-9222

I

stage after we were all ready to
play and tuned and everything
They closed the cunams and l'm
sure theaudicncethought we were
getting bumped or something.
But, I tended up beingjustanadded
discomfort and once we got on
stage I felt great,' he s;ud.
The new album contains the
diversity that is reflected in its
members. Full Empty contains 14
tracks wtth songs that cover everything imaginable. including:
mercy missions and needy acquamtances, technology, suicide
and lakes: past loves and futuris·
tic dreams: tour buses and the
meaning, of life; smoking pot, maroon upholstery and physical attracuon; regrets, temptation and
loneliness; sex and fame; photo
shoots and dilated egos: m1sery
and the musk busmcss.
The first 1ngle and opening
cut, "What We Lo-.e, has been
made mto a video using mfrarcd
film, which is normally used for
still ph orography The techmque,
which was used for 90 percent of
the clip, ha never been used m a
video to such an extent.
Fame, according toSughrue, is
not about money and becoming
MTV regulars.
"The cenain self-gratification
you get om of it can happen at all
level in this busmess," he sat d. "1
found that lean be happy just playing a really good show where
everybody's inw it. lf the crowd
reallylovesit-that'stheonething
l really enjoy.·
'You can alsofeelthesameway
if you are in the studio working
real! y hard on a certal n track and
then you get it just right, just the
way you want it.' he cominued.

the little publicity I understand
that we've been getting."

RESERVE

and sa id, 'OX Everybody off the
stage now!' So we had to get off the

OFFICERS '

~--~~ij~--~~~~~~~~~

judy bats). I don't care about the
money or anything like that."

TRAINING

CORPS

PBEBEOUISITE: ADRENALINE
ter, self-confidence and decision -makmg
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't words
skills. Agam, words other courses selyou're likely to see in many course
dom use. But they're the cred1ts you
requrrements. Then agarn Army ROI'C
need to succeed m life. ROTC is
is unlike any other elect1ve. lt's
open to freshmen and sophomores
hands-on excitement ROTC Will
without obligation and requrres
challenge you mentally and phys4 hours per week. RegiSter
about
ICally through intense leadersh1p
traming. Traming that builds charac- ._......,..,.. this term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMIITEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or c all

397-4421

-·
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The Judybats bring eclectic pop to Cleveland
Catherine Camago
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

i

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

i

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm:'
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

i

Mark up every space on checks.
Do n't leave room for someo ne to fi ll in the1r
name and extra zeros .

i
..

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
rea ll y tight pants.

'

I

i

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough fo r anyone else
to use , unless they look just like you.

Staff Writer

The call came from t he lobby
of a Fnendly's restaurant in Ithaca,
NY. Judybats gu itarist, johnny
Sughrue, was taking a break from
a nation al tour and hts raw-grilled
chicken sandwich to answer a few
questions.
The band just released its
fourth album, Full Empty (Sire/
Warner Bros.) this past August and
is now promoting it on a U.S. tour
that will bring the band to
Cleveland'sOdeon tonight (Thursday, Oct. 20.).
"I like the Agora a lot. Where
are we playing7 The Odeon7"
Sughrue asked. "It's weird 1think
just w ith the last album ourCleveland a ud ience has doubled or
tripled."
The band, which ongin ated in
Knoxville, Te nn., has changed not
only physically th ro ugh the years,
but its most recent release proves
it is still an evolving band.
"We did a whole lot of exper imentation and guitar work on this
newalbum,tr yingallsonsof new
ideas on guitars and keyboards,"
Sughr ue explai ned.
The physicalchan gesoccur red
aft er the band's fi rst hea dlining
tourfor its second album, Down in
the Shacks Where the Satellite
Di shes Grow. Keyboardist, Peggy
Ha mbright and bassist,Tim Stutz,
decided thatthe rock'n'rolllife was
not for them .
"Mai nly th ey left on th eir own,
especially Peggy and Tim after the
sec ond tour," Sughrue said.
(Drummer, Terry Casper, dropped
ou t while the group was reco rding its second album).
"YIIe kind of had a rough year
th at year," he conri,.ued. ' 1t was
our first headlining tour and everything was slow, the clubs were
really small. It ended up being a

CDpynghtSino ~1\b

The Judybats: David Jenkins (I), Johnny Sughrue, Ed Winters, Jeff Heiskell and Paul Noe.
pretty rough year and that ma de
Peggy and Tim re-evalua te what
th ey were i n this (the band) for.
But t hey really didn't enjoy the
traveling and d isa ppointme nts."
The core of the group consists
of origina l mem bers,] eff Heisk ell
(l ead vocals), Ed Wi nters (bass
guitar), and Sughrue, who all met
while atte nding the Umversit of

Edi t orial Board Director

W hat's in a name?
Clevelanders found out tha t for
the band Live, recorded music
only tells half of the story; the true
strength and talent of the Pennsyl van ia band members emerge
on ly in their earth-shatter in g I ive
performances, which underscore
their name and their popularity.
Live's concert at the Cleveland
Agora on Oct. 11 opened quietly.
From behind a murky, orange
haze, Edward Kowalczyk shouldered his acoustic six-string and
twanged the opening notes to
Live's smash single, "Sell ing the
Drama." The crowd roared to life
a nd cheered along as the rest of
the band appeared on stage.
From there, Live continued
with "All Over You,' another upbeat hit from the band's most rece nt CD, Throwi ngCopper. Amid
the com pelling lyrics, dru mmer
Chad Gracey laid down a fierce,

One recent highlight for the
band was an appearance on "Late
Night wi th Conan O'Brien' in
October.
"It was a lot of fun but very
nerve-wracking at the same time,"
Sughr ue con fessed. "They had the
stage rolled out and ready for us
when Conan decided that he

the little p ublicity l und erstand
that we've been getting."

and said, 'OX Everybody off the
stage nowr So we had to get off the

"T

lenn~tnl986: w~

exited , th e band recrui ted Dave
jenki ns.

Live mesmerizes crowd
with riveting performance
Dere k Dlaz

The c ur rent tour, which bega n
on the West Coast and will wrap
up in November, has been a lot
like that of The j udyba ts' first
head li n ing tou r, according to
Sughr ue.
'Actually, it's been progressi ng
preu y well,' he said." There have
been some small d isappointin g
crowds but for the most an the

stage after we were all ready to
play and tuned and everything
They closed the curtains and I'm
sure the a udiencethought we were
getting bumped or so meth ing
But, It ended up bemgjustanadded
discomfon and once we got on
stage I felt great," he satd.
The new album contains the
diversity that is reflected in Its
members. Ful!Emptycontainsl4
tracks wtt h songs that cover everything imaginable, including
mercy missions and needy ac quaintances; technology. suicide
and lakes; past loves and futunstic dreams; tour buses and the
meaning of life; smoking pot. maroon upholstery and physical attracnon, regrets, temptation and
lonclincs ; sex and fame; photo
shoots and dilated egos; mtsery
and the music busmc s
ThE> flr~t single and openmg
cut, "W hat We Lose,' has been
made mto a vtdco using infrared
ftlm, whtch ts normally used for
still photography. The tcchmque,
which was used for 90 percent of
the chp, has never been used m a
video to such an extent
Fame, according to ughrue,ts
not about money and becoming
MTV regulars.
"The certain self-gratification
you get our of it can happen at all
levels in this business," he said. "l
found that lcan be happy just playing a real ly good show where
everybody's into it. I( the crowd
really loves it-that's the one thing
I really enjoy. •
'You can also feel the same way
if yo u are in t he stud io workt ng
really hard on a certain track and
then you get it just right, just the
way you want n ,' he continued

dri ving rhythm that shook the
entire theater. Gracey, throughout
the night, gave an absolutely outstandingper formancewithhissolid
style and short percussion solos.
The band 's strongest piece
ca me early in t he show with a
so ng m led, "Thu nder Crashes,"
dedicated to a friend of the band
w ho had died recently. The tune
opened to a black stage and a single
guitar, which gently c hanted a
somber ri ff. Guitarist Chad Taylor st ruck his chords em:llessly,
soun ding musically the quiet befo re the storm With the howling
vocals and resounding drums, the
a udience could not escape the
crash of the thu nder and emotion.
With the last song, "T he Damn
a tOtter Creek," the band ended its
two-ho ur spectacle of geni us alternative. As th e ba nd members
left the stage to the deafen ing
chee rs of the crowd, we all knew
that the band t ruly llved up to its
na me--Live.

CASH FoR BooKS, CDs, TAPES & MoRE.
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jud ybats). [don't care about the
money or anything li kc that."

TRAINING

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren' t words
you're ilkely to see in many course
reqwrements. Then agam, Army Rare
IS unlike any other elecllve. It's
hands-on excitement. ROTC w1ll
challenge you mentally and physically through intense leadership
training. Training that btlllds charac-

ter, self-confidence and deaston-making
sk1lls. Agam. words other courses seldom use. But they're the credlts you
need to succeed m life. ROTC is
open to freshmen and sophomores
without obligation and reqmres
about 4 hours per week. Reg1ster
th1s term for Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC

Come in anytime we're open and we'll make you an offer.

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

VAN AKEN CENTER GOLDEN GATE PLAZA

For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call

283-4420

461-9222
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Streak air as~ault too strong for ONU

iJ

lnsana breaks three school records in leading the attack
Stephanie Fox
Staff Reporter -=-'------Blue skies, warm weather, and
the old pigskin flying through the
a1r... who could ask for a better
weekend~ ltdefmitelywasagreat
weekend for john Carroll football
as they defeated OAC opponent,
Ohio Northern 32-14, boosting
their record to 5-l.
Senior quarterback, PJ Insana
was the leader of the Blue Streaks'
air attack, breaking three Carroll
offensiverecords. Insana,theOhio
Athletic Conference Player of the
Week, earned the honors by pass-

mg for 393 yards, sut pass1 ng D1ck
Sands'prevtousrecordof 369 yards
set m 1969
Insa na completed 30 of 51 pass
attemptsfortwotouchdowns,givmg him 28 touchdown passes in
his career, another school record
lnsanasthird record breakmgstatislic was h1s 406 total offens1ve
yards. lle is appreciative of the
Player of the Week award, but is
very humble in crediting the
whole team wnh their success.
"Player of the Week IS a great
award torecetve,and I'm proud of
1t," he s;ud "Bm, the whole team

Sports Flashes
The women's soccer championship in the OAC seems to be
wrapped up by Heidelberg as it
will take its fourth tide in five
years. The Student Princes are
11-5 overall and are undefeated
in the OAC with an 8-0 record.
Even a loss to second place
Baldw.ln-Wallace in their final
regular season game would not
drop Heidelberg from first, nor
will they lose their first place
seed in the OAC tournament,
which begins play on Wednesday, 0c£Ober 26.
The LadyStreakshad a strong
week as Sophomore Annie
Klelkamipled the team to a 2-2
toralhng twogoalsand an ass1st.
Althoughtheyareoutoftherunning for an OAC playoff berth,
they could still finish strong as
they complete their remaining
games on the road against
Hiram, Wooster and Ohio Northern.
In some mtense intramural
football action, the W5 team,
consisting of women's softball
players. avenged their upset loss
in last year's championship
game by shutting out the 'Pi
Phi's,'(W2), 18-o. Led by Angela
Stazzone, the softball team

ended their season with a·per·
fect record of 6·0.
In rhe freshmen division, Fl,
ledbySteveNowicki,alsoserved
revenge by upsetting jake
Cooper's F4 team by a score of
12-6 for the IM championship.
Earlier in the season, Cooper's
crew defeated the Fl team 20-8.
The greatest upset occurred
in the men's upper division. The
heavily favored C5 team were
defending champs and had finished the regular season once
again without a blemish. However, a key interception la te in
the championshtp game catapulted the A4 team, led by joe
Vankos, to victory.
a pas~ and ret

picked

ir

25 yards for a touchdown. The
score put Vankos's team ahead
28-12. The C5 team quickly responded by scoring a TO and
adding the 2-poim conversion,
brmging the game within a
touchdown. However, the CS
team fell short of defending their
title when the last chance 'Hail
Mary' pass was batted away.
IM Volleyball will begin play
on Sunday, October 23. Sign-ups
for IM BasketbaII wi.ll be in December and the season will begin shortly after Christmas
break.

deserves it. Our defense played
tough. The receivers were tremendous, and the offensive lme constantly kept me from getting
crushed The whole squad deserves Team of the Week.'"
lnsana wasn t the only one obtaming school records. Senior
kteker, Jason Goldberg spin the
uprights for four field goals, tying
the school record.
On the other end of the "air
show," Sean Williams, Bnan Ash,
and Carmen llacqua combined for
282 yards of the total receiving.
Ash's 7 catches for 120 yards, and
Williams' 9 receptions for lOO
yards was the first time in John
Carroll history that two receivers
caught for over 100 yards each in
the same game.

Michael Homer
Staff Reporter
Shutouts seem to be a way of
life for the john Carroll men's soccer team . Unfortunately, the last
two happened to be against the
Streaks as they dropped two, losing by a total of 3-0.
The loss of goal scorers Chip
Aschenbrener (freshman) and
Adrian Del Busso (sophomore) to
injury finally proved to be a problem as the bench scorers,who were
a dominating force in the two
games prior, couldn't produce
when they were needed most.
In the loss to Muskingum, senior goalkeepeE: Mike ~ns made
a tough save, then saved t c re bound before letting the third shot
go by. Later, in an uncharacteristic
mishap, Lyons punched off across
and mishandled the ball due to
commotion in the box, thereby allowing the second and final goal
of the game to go by.
"The whole league is gunning
for us," said sophomore m idfielder

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
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Ryan Caudill. 'We just weren't
mentallypreparedandit hun us.'
At Baldwin- Wallace, the game
was a dcfe~;~sive struggle as the
Yellow jackets scored off of a
header from a set play for the only
goal of the game. Both BaldwinWallace and Heidelberg are mediocre , as both came into these
games with OAC records of 2-4.
'We need ro find the back of the
net,' said sophomore midfielder
Brady Brosnahan, 'in orde r to give
ourselves a chance to compete.'
The team had been doing just
that, when they blasted Marietta
4-0on the Saturday of Homecoming. With a stellar performance
fro mJun ior or ard)ozsi]alics. t
seemed as if the bench scoring
would carry the team through .
jalics had two goals and an assist against the Pioneers as senior
joe Waters and sophomore Bob
Krupitzer put the ball in the back
of the net to keep them on the list
of OAC scoring leaders.
At Wooster the Wednesday be-

fore, jalics had another neuer to
go along with the third goal of the
season from Caudill. The first career goal from fres hman Frank
Miller sealed thefounhshurout of
the season.
In order for the Streaks to.:retain theirOACcrown, Hiram must
lose to both the Streaks and their
final opponent, Marietta, and the
Streaks must beat theirs, which is
Ohio Northern.
jCU mustalsodowell this week
if they want to be seeded in the
OAC tournament, which begins
Wednesday, October 26.
"We need to get more confidence,' said Lyons, "especially in
t ese la
am .•
One advantage moving into
these deciding games is playing at
home. The Streaks hope their
string of 34 home wins will continue in these two battles.
The Streaks played Hiram on
Wednesday, October 18 and they
will play Ohio Northern on Saturday, October 22 at 2 p.m.

"Unsung Hero" shows heart and
focus on and off volleyball court

Part ll: "Ready, Aim, Fire"

I
I
I

Leadmg the defensive stance was
All-American candidate Chris
Andersonandsophomoreouts1de
linebacker Scott O'Donnell.
Anderson tallied the first Blue
Streak score of the day, recovering
an ONU fumble in the end zone
less than six minutes into the
game. He also recorded 11 tackles
and one mtercepuon on the day.
O'Donnell led the defense with 15
tackles.
While the Streaks were flashing this weekend , the Purple Raiderswerestarringtodespair. Mount
Union suffered their first Joss to
Bald win-Wallace (23-10), breaking a 39-game home unbeaten
streak.ThisgivesjCUashotat the
OAC title and perhaps a berth in
the NCAA Division lll Playoffs.

Men's soccer drops two away

Many i ngredientsgo into buildinga winning team. Those ingredients go much further then just
the "sta r" players. Attitude, perseverance, and a sense of the meaning of team are added to the mix.
Then if you can add a little lucl1
and the occasional right bounce,
you will have the FormulaforSuccess.

1

Head Coach Tony DeCarlo is
very pleased that the team has
adapted so well to the new passmg game.
"They are react ing Ito the
change in offense! very well,"
DeCarlo said. "I have a lot of confidence in the new offensive coordinator. The whole program has
shown true commitment to improvtng the passing game."
DeCarlo also wants to work on the
running game to balance the offensive attack. Sophomore Chad
Rankin led therushingattackSaturday racking up 72 yards on the
ground.
The John Carroll offense was
right on target and the momentum stayed their way when the
defense stepped on the gridiron.

.J

When the New York Yankees'
Wally Pippasked for thedayoff in
one of the final games of the 1923
season, a ready and eager Lou
Gehrig stepped in and took his
place. Two-thousand and onehundred-thirty games later,
Gehrig removed himself from the
Yankee line-up, setting a major
league record for consecutive
games played.
Thtsstoryisnotonl) about longevity. but about being ready and
making the most of an opportunity.
At john Carroll, Emily Soiderer
would be the Yankees' Lou Gehrig.
oiderer, one of the Lady
Streaks' five semors, is pan of a

groupthathas lostonly7matches
out of 32 in conference play over 4
years. A!though she has appeared
inonly 19games, it is her ability to
respond in key situations that defines her role with the team. One
of those tim es came last season.
"We needed Emily to make the
start in our first ever NCAA playoff appearance last season," head
coach Gretchen Weitbrecht said.
"We bastcally threw her in the fire,
and the fact that she responded
and played the way she did was
justacredit to her loyaltyandded ication to this team ."
S01derer, who was voted as her
high school volleyball team's"Unsung Hero,' has played the same
role at john Carroll.
"I know that I am a role player,"
said Soiderer. "lt is just exciting to
be a part of this group. We try to
do eve rything together, but most
importantly, wewinasa team and
lose as a team •
What might separate Soiderer
from other athletes in her position is the fact that she never loses
sight of her focus. She will graduate in May as the only senior with
the intention of becoming a veterinarian, a dream she has had
most of her life.
"l worked in an animal clinic

this past summer and if anything
it taught me a little about patience," said Soiderer. "I also tend
to be shy, and dealing wi th people
at the clinic helped me to open
up."
"Ialso learned bywatchingoth ers. Paula Rode was one of the
veterinariansattheclinic. She has
suc h a focus on her life, yet when
she lef t work ,she was able to leave
it behind and redirect her life towards her family," said Soiderer.
As john Carroll begins the final leg of the season, the 25-6 Blue
Streaks will need to lock to its senior leadersh ip if it wants to make
a trip back to the NCAA play-offs.
Weitbrecht will not have to look
any further then to a player like
Soiderer.
"I have put Emily in some tough
crisis situations," said Weitbrecht.
"She has a calming infl uencewhen
she is on the floor, and that issomething we look to build off of."
For the Lady Streaks,Soiderer's
calm approach and readiness to
help her tea m are justa few of the
ways she has made a contribution.
With two home games remaining,
the Streaks are hoping that
Soiderer will make those conmbutionsas she has throughout her
four years at john Carroll.
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et us speak for ourselves

[IJommentary
Televisi.on's transformation
·or course when Melville wrote this he had

King Lear in mind - "

Click.

God. It's amazing how TV has transformed our society. That
thought came to me as I raced to my 1 o'clock class after sticking in
front of the TV just long enough to watch the Klee family win big
money on 'family Feud.'
Sure, there are the simple things: Family rooms used to be
arranged inwardly, fostering communication, conversation. Now all the furniture
faces the altar, the magnificent
Magnavox.
Then there are the more complex:
Some sociologists say that TV has made
us less likely to analyze, more quick to
judge.
We don't give ourselves time to
analyze: We watch the theme song
humming along and then break into "Let's
all o to the kitchen " as
W · I

.,.,
time, leans on his elbow. We unwrap our

TV dinner, put it on the collapsible TV
stand just in time. We never
contemplate the signific ance of what
was just witnessed, or reflect on the lyrics, "Sometimes you want to
go/where everybody knows your name ..."
I've been in classes where the professors have sworn off prime
time and yet sheepishly grin as they subject us to video footage, "to
give us a better understanding of the topic."
Is TV really the only way we can get a better urderstanding of
the topic?
"Under the direct write-off method, bad debts are recognized-"

Click.
Think about it, we were raised on Mr. Rogers' morals, Sesame
Street ethics; we learned social behavior patterns from MTV- it
seems our parents may have felt growing up with TV was the best
way we could get a better understanding of life.
After all, school was force fed, Bert ard Ernie explained the
alphabet much better than Sister Mary Raymond did, and we didn't
have to wear a uniform at home on the family room floor.
When I learned to count, Idrove my parents crazy by cont inually
starting with the nvmber two; after all, there was no channel one.
When I was nine, I was puzzled by the Sunday comics in the newspaper. They locked cool, just like Bugs did the day before on TV, but
there were words involved.
I admit, I had an aversion to "Doonesbury" until my freshman
year in college just because I had to read it twice in order to
approach comprehension.
"Anci everyone who got below a sixty needs to come and see

me-" Ciick.

Oh wait, tum back, that might have been important.

My dad used to come into the family room and unplug the TV.
"That thing will make you lazy," he said.
Not true. It doesn't make you lazy, just impatient. If 1don't
understand something in the time allotted between commercial
breaks, I give up (eight minutes).
Many see the advent of the remote control as the universal
liberation of the viewer. Now we need not tolerate commercials, we
CCJ'II1ot, we must not, we will not tolerate sub-par television. it just
fosters more impatience.
The other night I was in a bar, ard I caught myself chamel surfing
through conversations:
"So then, you know, I'm a business major..." Click.
"Can you believe he said that? I'm not that kind of... " Click.
"Yeah, it's my brother's ID but-hey is that Tommy Hilfiger?" Click.
None of this really interested me. Iglanced upwards and saw my
salvatton.
:Alleluia,"! sighed, as the guy next to me nodded, "Yeah."
Entertainment Sports Prograrrming Network," 1said.
"No, this is ESPN," he said, smirking.
"Ever read Doonesbury?" I asked. He looked at me quizzically so
I repeated the question.
"No, too wordy; he answered.
There's comfort in rumbers.

Some schools have recruited presidents, scientists, world famous politici<~ns,llrtisrs, and scores off asctnating
people to speak at their graduation ceremonies.
AtjohnCarroll,adm inistration officials unilatera llychoose the commencement speaker, whofonhe last two
years has come from the john Carroll Board of Trustees.
Students find the worst part of the commencement ceremony does not occur ar graduation however, but
during the selection process for the guest speaker, in which students have no real1 n put.
Assistant to the President, W.D. Bookwalter, said, "!Students] presume that [they!, and seniors in particular,
have a right to say who the commencement speaker is, and they don't. This is not to say that students can't say
what they think. And they do. There's no obligation on the parr of the school to do what the students suggest"
Recently, several students have discovered ju t how easily admin istrators dismiSS those sugge nons. Last
year numerous sentors mcluding Maureen McGuinness and Alex Spinos extensively researched ten potennal
candtdates for commencement speakers. The semors then presented a list of ten names to university Prestdent
Rev .Mtchaelj. Lavelle,SJ., but the list was later returned with all of the names crossed out. McGuinnessdoubted
if Lavelle even considered one name on the list
According to McGuinness,one student had a personal connection toChryslerChairman Lee lococa and a good
chance at recruiting the famed businessman for last spring's commencement. Bookwalter rejected the proposal
without question, McGuinness said.
This year, Bookwalter said that th e semor class made no pro sals for the spnng commencemem speaker
Semor Cb,s Pre,tdcm 1 ttn
\ •h,•n
w •v · ·
·
·
·
·
·
1Bookwalterl gave me the impression that the speaker ad already been se ected,"Couleha n said
Thus, to date, no student has presented a suggestion for spring commencement speaker that was taken
seriously by university officials.
Most members of the john Carroll University community have no tdea how the spring commencement
speaker 1s chosen. Coulehan said that even members of the Board of Trustees. at a recent meeung he attended,
were not aware of the process for selecting the speaker.
Accardi ng to Bookwa Iter, "It is the prerogative of the President of the institution tose lect the com men cement
speaker."
However, at other institutions such as Dennison University, a board consisting of two students, three faculty
members and three trustee members meet ro decide who will deliver the commencement speech.
At Wi~tenberg University, students in their junior year take part in a class seminar to draw up names of
potential candidates students would like to speak at their graduation.
At these institutions, students take an active part in molding the ceremonial high-point of their college
careers.
Students at john Carroll undoubtedly invest huge amounts of time and effort into attaining their degrees.
With this in mind, we deserve some say into who will participate in our most memorable college moment.
University administrators should not mandate how our ceremony should proceed.

What's wrong with our rights?
Last month, several items in the fina l proofs of this year's yearbook were "deleted" by a universit1 offictal.
Assistant to the President W.D. Bookwalter reviewed the final pages of the ~3-'94 year book and spotted some
items in which past seniors described some of their most memorable expenences at john Carroll. Bookwalter
"deleted" some of the passages because they "were in poor taste," he said.
.
In the deleted passages, senior Maureen McGuinnesssaid that her mostmemorableexpenenceatJohn Carroll
was "trippin to Toronto with [her! class." On the same page, senior Kerri Kutz remembered "having [her!
roommate puke out the window of Dolan freshman year." Kutz added, "s he puked on an R.A."
Last year's Editor-in-Chief of the Carillon, Lana Caserta, feels that the statements were harmless.
Since Bookwalter instructed the printer to eliminate the pages containing McGuinness's and Kutz's quotes,
Caserta views the "delet ion· as censorship.
So do we.
Bookwalter cla1ms that eliminating the given section was a matter of correcting a mistake, as a coach might
do for a baseball player.
"I see no default in correcting a mistake," Bookwalter sa1d. "The easiest thing to do was to take it out."
According to the Student Handbook, student publications are "to be free of censorship." Only under
circumstances in which the University judges that the editorial staff has violated the "canons of responsible
journalism" can it censor the publication.
Bookwalter's actions clearly constitute censorship, as there is no question that the yearbook staff acted
responsibly.
A responsible journalist takes care to quote sources accurately and with statements that reflect that person's
feelings and thoughts about a topic. In this instance, Caserta and her staff rook care to accurately quote st~dents
about what they felt were their most memorable experiences at john Carroll. The quoted students obviOusly
decided that these moments were humorous and innocent enough to i~cl ude in the yearbook:
University officials felt otherwise, and chose to censor the pubhcauon.
By labeling the elimination of these quotes as correcting a "mistake" rather than "enf?rcing censorship," the
University has skirted inevitable scrutinyforcensonng thestudentyearbookand made hghtof ~se:1ous matter.
The fact that Bookwalter has taken the unfortunate Uberty of censonng thts student pubhcatton not only
results in an inaccurate depiction of senior memories, but might also begin a dangerous trend toward censorship
on this campus in the future.

-
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Streak air as~ault too strong for ONU

fi5

tng for 393 yards,sut passmg Dtek
Sands'prevtousrecord of 369yards
setm 1969
lnsana completed 30of 51 pass
attempts for two touchdowns,giving him 28 touchdown passes in
his career, another school record.
lnsana's third record breakingstattstic was his 406 total offensive
yards. He ts appreciative of the
Player of the Week award, but is
very humble in crediting the
whole ream with the ir success.
"Player of the Week is a great
award to receive, and I'm proud of
it," he said. "But, the whole team

Sports Flashes
The women's soccer championship in the OAC seems to be
wrapped up by Heidelberg as it
will rake its fourth title in five
years. The Student Princes are
11-5 overall and are undefeated
in the OAC with an B-0 record.
Even a loss to second place
Baldlll(in-Wallace in their f mal
regular season game would not
drop Heidelberg from first, nor
will they lose their first place
seed in the OAC tournament,
which begins play on Wednesday, October 26.
TheladySrreakshadastrong
week as Sophomore Annie
Klekarrtp led the team to a 2-2
totalling two goals and an assast.
Althoughtheyareoutoftherunnlng for an OAC playoff berth,
they could still finish strong as
they complete their remaining
games on the road against
Hiram, Wooster and Ohio Northern.
In some mtense Intramural
football action, the W5 team,
consisting of women's softball
players. avenged thetr upset loss
in last year's championship
game by shutting out the "Pi
Phi's,' (W2),18-0. Led by Angela
Stazzone, the softball team

ended their season with a-perfect record of 6-0.
In the freshmen division, Fl,
led bySteveNowickt,alsoserved
revenge by upsetting Jake
Cooper's F4 team by a score of
12-6 for the IM championship.
Earlier in the season, Cooper's
crew defeated the Fl team 20-8.
The greatest upset occurred
in the men's upper division. The
heavily favored C5 team were
defending champs and had finIshed the regular season once
again without a blemish. However, a key interception Ia te m
the championshtp game catapulted the A4 ream, led by joe
Vankos, to victory.
picked a pas~ and returned ir
25 yards for a touchdown. The
score put Vankos's team ahead
28-12. The CS team quickly responded by scoring a TD and
adding the 2-point conversion.
bringing the game within a
touchdown. However, the CS
team fell short of defending their
mle when the last chance 'Hail
Mary' pass was batted away.
IM Volleyball will begin play
on Sunday, October 23. Sign-ups
for IM Basketball will be in December and the season will begin shortly after Christmas
break.
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Leadmg the defensive stance was
All-American candidate Chris
Anderson and sophomoreoutstde
linebacker Scott O'Donnell.
Anderson tallied the first Blue
Streak score of the day, recovering
an ONU fumble m the end zone
less than six minutes into the
game. He also recorded 11 tackles
and one interception on the day.
O'Donnell led the defense with 15
tackles.
While the Streaks were flashing this weekend, the Purple Raiders were starting to despair. Mount
Union suffered their first loss to
Baldwin-Wallace (23-10), breaking a 39-game home unbeaten
streak.ThisgivesjCUashotat the
OAC title and perhaps a berth in
the NCAA Division Ill Playoffs.

Men's soccer drops two away
Ryan Caudill. 'We just weren't
Michael Homer
mentallypreparedandi r hurt us.'
Staff Reporter
At Baldwin-Wallace, the game
Shutouts seem to be a way of
life for the john Carroll men's soc- was a defensive struggle as the
cer ream. Unfortunately, the last Yellow jackets scored off of a
two happened to be against the header from a set play for the on] y
Streaks as they dropped two, los- goal of the game. Both Baldwin·
Wallace and Heidelberg are meing by a total of 3-0.
The loss of goal scorers Chip diocre, as both came into these
Aschenbrener (freshman) and games with OAC records of 2-4.
'We need to find the back of the
Adrian Del Bussa (sophomore) to
injury finally proved to be a preb- net," said sophomore midfielder
le mas the bene h scorers,who were Brady Brosnahan, 'in ordertogive
a dominating force in the two ourselves a chance to compete.'
The team had been doing just
games prior, couldn't produce
that, when they blasted Marietta
when they were needed most.
In the loss to Muskingum, se- 4-0on theSaturdayofHomecomnior goalkeeper Mike L~ns made ing. With a stellar performance
a wugh save, 1 en sa ved 1 c re- from Junior orwardjo i]a ics, it
bound beforeleningrhe third shot seemed as if the bench scoring
go by. Later, in an uncharacteristic would carry the team through.
mishap, Lyons punched off a cross
Jalics had rwo goals and an asand mishandled the ball due to sist against the Pioneers as senior
commotion in the box, thereby al- joe Waters and sophomore Bob
lowing the second and final goal Krupirzer put the ball in the back
of the net to keep them on the list
of rhe game ro go by.
"The whole league is gunning of OAC scoring leaders
At Wooster the Wednesday befor us,' said sophomore mtdflelder

group that has lost only? matches
out of 32 in conference play ove r 4
years. A!though she has appeared
Many i ngredientsgo into bui Id- inonly19games,itisherability to
ing a winning team. Those ingre- respond in key situations that dedients go much further then jt<St fines her role with the ream . One
the "star" players. Attitude, perse- of those times came last season.
"We needed Emily to make the
verance, and a sense of the meaning of team are added to the mix. starr in our fi rsr ever NCAA playThen if yot~ can add a little luck off appea rance last season," head
and the occaswnal right oounce. coach Gretchen Weirbrecht said.
you wi II have the Formula for Suc- "We basicall ythrew her in the fire,
and the fact that she responded
cess.
and played the way she did was
Part ll "Ready, Aim, Fire"
just a credit to her loyalty and dedication to this team."
When the New York Yankees'
Soiderer, who was voted as her
Wally Pipp asked fort he day off in highschool volleyball ream's"Unone of the final games of the 1923 sung Hero," has played the same
season, a ready and eager Lou role at john Carroll.
"I know that lam a role player,"
Gehng stepped m and took his
place. Two-thousand and one- said Soiderer. "It is just exciting 10
hundred -thirty games later, be a part of this group. We try 10
Gehrig removed himself from the do everything together, but most
Yankee line-up, seuing a maJOr importantly,wewii1asa team and
league record for consecutive lose as a team.'
What might separate Soiderer
games played.
Thtsstoryisnotonly about lon- from other athletes in her posigevity, but about being ready and tion is the fact that she never loses
making the most of an opportu- sight of her focus. She will graduate in Mayas theonlyseniorwirh
nity.
AtjohnCarroll. EmilySoiderer the intention of becoming a vetwould be the Yankecs'LouGehng. erinarian, a dream she has had
Sotderer, one of the Lady most of her hfe.
·1 worked in an animal clinic
Streaks' five seniors, ts part of a
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
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Head Coach Tony DeCarlo is
very pleased that the team has
adapted so well to the new passmggame.
"They are reacting [to the
change in offense[ very well,"
DeCarlosatd. "I have a lot of confidence in the new offensivecoordtnator The whole program has
shown true commitment to improving the passing game."
DeCarloalsowants roworkon the
running game to balance the offensive attack. Sophomore Chad
Rankm led therushingattackSaturday racking up 72 yards on the
ground.
The john Carroll offense was
right on target and the momentum stayed their way when the
defense stepped on the gridiron.

fore, Jalics had a not her netter to
go along with the third goal of the
season from Caudill. The first career goal from freshman Frank
Miller sealed rhefourrh shutout of
the season.
In order for the Streaks to.retain theirOACcrown, Hiram must
lose to both the Streaks and their
final opponent , Marietta, and the
Streaks must beat theirs, which is
Ohio Northern.
JCUmustalsodowell this week
if they want to be seeded in the
OAC tournament, which begins
Wednesday, October 26.
'We need to get more confidence,' said Lyons, "especially in
r esc asr w am .'
One advantage moving into
these deciding games is playing at
home. The Streaks hope their
string of 34 home wins will continue in these rwo battles.
The Streaks played Hiram on
Wednesday, October 18 and they
will playOhioNorrhern on Saturday, October 22 at 2 p.m.

"Unsung Hero" shows heart and
focus on and off volleyball court

:A: A:J A:
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deserves 11 Our defense played
tough The receivers were tremendous, and the offenstve hne constantly kept me from getting
crushed The whole squad deserves 'Team of the Week."
lnsana wasn't the only one obtainmg school records. Senior
kicker, jason Goldberg split the
uprights for four field goals, tytng
the school record.
On the other end of the "air
show," Sean Williams, Brian Ash,
and Carmen llacqua combined for
282 yards of the total receiving.
Ash 's 7 catches for 120 yards, and
Williams' 9 receptions for 100
yards was the first rime in John
Carroll history that two receivers
caught for over 100 yards each in
the same game.

this past summer and if anything
it taught me a little about patience," said Soiderer. "I also rend
to be shy, and dealing with people
at the clinic helped me to open
up."
"Ialso learned bywarchingothers. Paula Rode was one of the
veterinarians at thedinic. She has
such a focus on her life, yet when
she left work, she was able to leave
it behind and redirect her life towards her family," said Solderer:
As john Carroll begins the final leg of the season, the 25-6 Blue
Streaks will need to look to its senior leadership if it wants to make
a trip back to the NCAA play-offs.
Weirbrecht will nor have to look
any further then to a player like
Soiderer.
"!have put Emily in some tough
crisis situations," said Weirbrechr.
"Shehasacalmingi nfluencewhen
she is on the floor, and that is something we look to build off of."
For the Lady Srreaks,Soiderer's
calm approach and readiness to
he! p her team are just a few of the
ways she has made a contribution.
With two home games remaining,
the Streaks are hoping that
Soiderer will make those conmbutionsas she has throughout her
four years atjoh n Carroll.
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lnsana breaks three school records in leading the attack
Ste hanle Fox
Staff Reporter
Blue skies, warm weather and
the old pigskin flyingthrough the
air . who could ask for a better
weekend? It defini tely was a great
weekend for john Carroll foorba ll
as they defeated OAC opponent,
Ohio Northern 32-14, boosung
their record to 5-1
Senior quarterback, PJ lnsana
was the leader of the Blue Streaks'
air attack, breaking three Carroll
offensive records. lnsana,rheOhio
Athletic Conference Player of the
Week, earned the honors by pass-
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[IJommentary

et us speak for ourselves

Some schools have recruited presidenrs,sciemi ts, world famous poliricians,anisrs,andscoresof fascmatmg
people to speak at their graduation ceremonies.
AtjohnCarroll,adminisrration offtcials unilaterally choose the commencementspeaker, whoforthe last two
·or course when Melville wrote this he had King Lear in mind - " years has come from the john Carroll Board of Trustees.
Clic~. It's amazing how TV has transformed our society. That
Students find the worst part of the commencement ceremony does nor occur at graduation however, but
thought came to me as 1 raced to my 1 o'clock class after sticking in during the selection process for the guest speaker, m which students have no real input
front of the TV just lon~ enough to watch the Klee family win big
Assistant to the President, W.O. Bookwalter, satd, "!Student I presume that lrheyl, and seniors in particular,
money on 1'amily Feud.'
have a right to say who the commencement speaker is, and they don't. This is not to say that students can't say
Sure, there are the simple things: Family rooms used to be
what they think. And they do. There's no obligation on the part of the school to do what the students suggest."
arranged inwardly, fostering cornmunicaRecently, several students have discovered just how easily administrators dismiss those su~e tions. Last
tion, conversation.
all the furniture
faces
the altar, the Now
magnificent
year numerous seniors inc 1ud ing Maureen McGuinness an d A1ex S,pinos extensive1y researc he ten potenttal
Magnavox.
candidates for commencement speakers The semors then presented a list of ten names to university Pres adem
Then there are the more complex:
Rev. Michael]. Lavelle,SJ., bur the list was later returned with all of the names crossed out McGuinness doubted
Some sociologists say that TV has made if Lavelle even considered one name on 1he list
us less likely to analyze, more quick to
Accardi ng to McGuinness,one student had a personal connection toChryslerChairman Lee lococa and a good
judge.
chance at recruiting the famed businessman for last spring's commencement Bookwalter rejected the proposal
We don 't give ourselves time to
without question, McGuinness said.
analyze: We watch the theme song
humming along and then break into "Let's
This year, Bookwalter sa id 1hat the semor class made no proposals for the StJnng commencement speaker
all
o
to
the
kitche
"
as
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c
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time, leans on his elbow. We unwrap our
1Bookwalter! gave me the impression th at the speaker ad already been se ected," Coulehan said
TV dinner, put it on the collapsible TV
Thus, ro date, 110 student has presented a suggestion for spring commencement speaker that wa taken
1 b
ff 1
stard just in time. We never
contemplatethe significance of what
serious Y Yuniversity o icia s.
was just witnessed, or reflect on the lyrics, "Sometimes you want to
Most members of the John Carroll University community have no idea how the spring commencement
go/whe re everybody knows your name... "
speaker is chosen. Coulehan satd that even members of the Board of Trustees, at a recent meeung he attended,
I've been in classes where the professors have sworn off prime
were not aware of the process for selecting the speaker.
time and yet sheepishly grin as they subject us to video footage, "to
According ro Bookwalter,"lr is the prerogative of rhe President of the institution to select the commencement
give us a better understanding of the topic."
speaker."
TV really the only way we can get a better understanding of
However, at other institutions such as Dennison Universitfl, a board consisting of two students, three faculty
the Istopic?
"Under the direct write-off method, bad debts are re cognized-"
members and th ree trustee members meet to decide who wi 1deliver the commencement speech.
Click.
At Wi~renberg University, students in their junior year rake part in a class seminar to draw up names of
Think about it, we were raised on Mr. Rogers ' morals, Sesame
potential candidates students would like to speak at their graduation.
Street ethics; we learned social behavior patterns from MTV- it
At these instit utions, students take an active part in molding the ceremonial high-point of their college
seems our parents may have felt growing up with TV was the best
careers.
way we could get a better urderstarding of life .
dl
h
f
d ff
..
h · d
After all, school was force fed, Bert ard Ernie explained the
Students at John Carroll undoubte y ~nvesr uge amounts o ti~e an e ort into attammg t etr egrees.
alphabet much better than Sister Mary Raymond did, and we didn't
With thts m mmd, we deserve some say mto who wtll parncapate m our most memorable college moment.
have to wear a uniform at horne on the family room floor.
University administrators should not mandate how our ceremony should proceed.
When l leamed to count, Idrove my parents crazy by continually
starting with the n1.,1mber two; after all, there was no channel one.
When I was nine, I was puzzled by the Sunday comics in the newspaper. They looked cool, just like Bugs did the day before on TV, but
there were words involved.
I admit, Ihad an aversion to "Doonesbury" until my freshman
Last month, several items in the final proofs of this year's yearbook were "deleted" by a university offic1al.
year in college just because Ihad to read it twice 1n order to
Assistant to the Pres idem W.O. Bookwalter revtewed the fina I pages of the '93-'94 year book and spotted some
approach comprehension.
items in which past seniors described some of their most memorable experiences at John Carroll. Bookwalter
"And everyone who got below a sixty needs to come and see
"deleted" some of the passages because they "were in poor taste," he said.
me-"Ciick.
In the deleted passages, senior Maureen McGumness said that her mosrmemorableexperience atjohn Carroll
Oh wait, tum back, that might have been important.
was "rrippin to Toronto with [her] class." On the same page, senior Kern Kutz remembered "havmg [her]
My dad used to come into the family room and unplug the TV.
"That thing will make you lazy," he said.
roommate puke out the window of Dolan freshman year." Kurz added, "she puked on an R.A."
Not true. It doesn't make you lazy, just impatient. If Idon't
Last year's Editor-in-Chief of the Carillon, Lana Caserta, feels that the statements were harmless.
understand something in the time allotted between commercial
Since
Bookwalter instructed the printer to eliminate the pages containing McGuinness's and Kurz's quotes,
breaks, I give up (eight minutes).
Caserta
views
the "deletion" as censorship.
Many see the advent of the remote control as the universal
So do we.
liberation of the viewer. Now we need not tolerate commercials, we
Bookwalter claims that eliminating the given section was a matter of correcting a mistake, as a coach might
cannot, we must not, we will not tolerate sub-par televis ion. It just
fosters more impatience.
do for a baseba II pia yer.
The other night Iwas in a bar, and Icaught myself channel surfing
"I see no default in correcting a mistake," Bookwalter said. "The easiest thing to do was to take it out."
through conversations:
According to the Student Handbook, student publications are "to be free of censorship." Only under
"So then, you know, I'm a business major... " Click.
circumstances in which the University judges that the editorial staff has violated the "canons of responsible
"Can you believe he said that? I'm not that kind of..." Click.
"Yeah, it's my brother's ID but- hey is that Tommy Hilfiger?" Click. journalism" can it censor the publication.
Bookwalter's actions clearly constitute censorship, as there is no question that the yearbook staff acted
None of this really interested me. I glanced upwards and saw my
salvataon.
responsibly.
·
:Alleluia," I sighed, as the guy next to me nodded, "Yeah."
A responsible journalist takes care to quote sources accurately and with statements that reflect that person's
Entertainment Sports Programming Network," 1said.
feelings and thoughts about a topic. In this instance, Caserta and her staff took care to accurately quorest~dents
"No, this is ESPN." he said, smirking.
about what they felt were their most memorable experiences at john Carroll. The quoted students obVIously
"Ever read Ooonesbury?" I asked. He looked at me quizzically so
decided that these moments were humorous and innocent enough to i~clude in the yearbook:
Irepeated the question.
"No, too wordy,· he answered.
University officials felt otherwise, and chose to censor the pubhcauon.
There's comfort in runbers.
By labeling the elimination of these quotes as correcting a "mistake" rather than "enforci ngcen~rship." the
University has skirred inevitable scrutiny forcensonng the student yearbook and made hght of a senous matter.
The fact that Bookwalter has taken the unfortunate liberty of censoring this student publication nor only
results in an inaccurate depiction of senior memories, but might also begin a dangerous trend toward censorship
on this campus in the future .

Televisi.on's transformation

What's wrong with our rights?
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letters to the editor
Accounting Association president
extends apology
Tot he Editor;
As related in a letter published in the October 6, 1994
edition of The Carroll News. on September 26, 1994 the
Black United Students Association and the Accounting
Association both occupied the Jardine Room at the same
ume. There is no doubt that some individuals from the
AccounringAssociationentered the room before the scheduled stan time of 6 p.m.
If the actions of our invited guests and some of our
members were perceived as either disrespect[ uI or disrupnv~ then we extend a sincere apology to BUSA and any
md1v1dual memberofBUSA who was offended. Certainly,
any disruption was not intentional.
Scott Ziska
Accounting Association President

JCU community members express
concem about CN errors
To the Editor:
As a stud em concerned about maintaining the quahty
of our award-winning campus pubhcation, The Carroll
News; Ifeel it is my duty to call to your attention the glaring
errors in spelling and usage made in the October 6 issue.
First and foremost, the position of edi tor-in-chief entails,
(among other things), the responsibility of proofreading
the arttcles written by staff members as well as the overall
final approval of the publication before its printing. In
light of this, I feel that it is ironic that the editor-in-chief
himself made a flagrant error on the front page.
It is said a picture is worth a thousand words; indeed the
picture to the left of the article says it all. Undeniably Fr
Fennessy himself is baffled, not because of thestatusof the
missing plaque, but because his picture was placed next to
an obvious spelling error. 1 am referring to the title "jesuit
momento stolen:JCU officials suspect Mount Union fans."
The word should read memento, from the la tin verb
memini which means remember.
Second, the article enti tled 'Canadian Seperation Anxieties" a lso coma ins an error in spelling. A quick stroke of
the "spell check" key would inform you that sepera tion
should read separation. This mistake was repeated throughout for a total of twelve misspellings in one article alone.

"Literary Magazines." lnasentence besieged by verb-tense
woes, we see what I believe to be thef1rst recorded usage of
"myth" as a verb ("The 'Baseball' series begins with how the
gamed (sicl is mythed [huh?! to [have! be[-enl invented by
Abner Doubleday..."). We read about the desperate news of
"Canadian Seperatio n [sic! Anxieties." Seventeenth Century playwr ight BenJonson is confused with the founder of
Baseball's American League, Ban johnson. Roger Angell,
Snuffleupagus and ("Seinfeld" character) Kram er's names
are misspelled. The spom articles are nddled with cliches.
More alarmingly, the issue continues a trend toward
spoon -fed , press-release puffery that has been going on all
year and smacks of the editorial judgment of six years ago.
I'm all fo r coverage of cam pus events and personalities, but
I'm part icularly saddened that what might have been the
mostnewsworthyeventoncampusall week-in which the
fa cui t y-super vised jCU Accounting Associat ion disrupted
a properlyscheduled meeting of the Black United Students
Association, a disturbing incident which cried out for coverage and debate-was covered only in a letter by Anton K.
S1mpson. This, in an issue with room for a review of a
months-old Morphine CD, an obvious pohtical cartoon
about Barney (now there's an issue that hits close to home
for the mostly childless student body of JCU) and an entire
page devoted to a grammatically correct but otherwise
impenetrable feat ure on "Star Wars" ephemera. Chillingly,
in a week in which there might have been an actual racial
incident on campus (or maybe not, but how are we to
know7), the only editorial is a nice littl e piece about who
ought to be elected Homecoming King and Queen.
When I was an undergraduate, I edited my school newspaper, so I know how mistakes like these get made; I've
made them . l know the difficult balancing act you face
juggling classes, social lives and the production of this
newspaper; l've dropped my share of balls. And I know
how it feels to screw up publicly and get called on it; been
there, done that. So it is with empathy and sincere encouragement that! write this letter. l hope the October 6 issue
is an aberration, the year's nadir. Clearly, The Carroll News
staff is capable of better. I've seen it before, in the very
recent past, and l have every reason to believe I'll see it
again, in the very near future.
Mark Winegardner
Assistant Professor of Engli sh

Secretary encourages involvement

i

Ed itor:
lt is that time of the year aga in when all of us will be
flooded with advertisements to help feed the homeless. As
we look forward to spending time with our family and
friend s in the coming season, let us also look forward to
celebranng what we do have.
From my experiences of projects in helping the homeless, I have learned that the point is not giving so th e
homeless can have a meal on Thanksgiving; nor is it to ease
my conscience of doing the good deed of the week. The
point isn't even for me to feel gu ilty for what I have, and
apologize for it- l don't. The point is being gra teful for
what I have and not take it for granted. I help because they
are human beings who for many of them, happened to
have a string of bad luck which caters beyond Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter. Even thought I can't save he
world, doing nothing does nor help any.
Within the next weeks before Thanksgiving, FO.C.U.S
(Families of Cleveland United by Students) will be sponsoring a food and moneydri veto help feed families from St.
Patrick's Parish. FO.C.U.S will be collecting donations
throughout campus as well as University Heights. Along
with Phi Kappa Xi , the Student Union and allstudentsand
faculty involved with the committee, I hope that everyone
will help with this campaign in some manner. Please do
not ignore the signs and information that will be posted
throughout campus.! hope that all of us can put our ChrisTo the Editor:
[n the six years I've been a t john Ca rroll, one of the most tian ideals and rhetoric to pract ice and help other people
heartening developments has been the wholesale improve- who may need it more than we.
ment of The Carroll News. Six years ago, it was a disgrace: Shabazz Wilson
poorly la id out, haphazardly edited ,of ten writtenat a le vel Phi Kappa Xi-Secretary
which would receive a failing grade in my freshman comp
Student observes flower
class. Gradually, it improved, eventually dramatically so.
'beautification" as potentially
It became graphical! rand editonall y more professional It
broke and covered genuine news stories. It even took editoharmful to JCU community
rial stances that were, on occasion, courageous and impresTo the Edi tor·
sively reasoned.
On a Thu rsday afternoon as I exited the O'Malley CenThis trend seems to have reversed i1self this year,coming
to a head wtt h the October 6 issue, in which there is a ter, I was a sailed by noxious fumes. I unlocked my b1ke
grammatical or spellmg error 111 nearly ever) sttnyl Obvi - and as l rode past the flower bed in front of the O'Malley
ou'>ly, you've heard about mi'>Spelling "memento" in your Center, I saw the cause of the pollutants. One of JCU's
lead headline. Actually, all four of the stones on page one employees was hovered over the flowers with a can of spray
have gaffes ol some -;orr,of wh1 ch th e b1ggest howler com es pa111t 111 ha nd, l1<:1Wtijying the flowe rs fo r the building's
in an arncle br John R. Thorne.editor-in -chief:-Attempts dedicanon.
U<>ing green pa int , he was tr<tnsforming the fl ower bed
to reach the Dean la) lor!as opposed to'a D~an Taylor'?] on
Tuesday wr re in vc m"(a problem With the :meries of com- into a living lnsh flag. l couldn t help hut laugh. (cough,
co u~h J A' ou1 gcnc r,\llon IS inundated " ith mcreasing
m un ica tion~')
1 he tone (rf the t su thu ~ ~ itbld<! we heJr ne\\' o CIWI onmcrt,d ob.c1 ;. from deL ining energy supplte<;
ro d~:,tntcm·c h:msprays our l !11\CrsH)' spra> p~ints our
"GNge bic BJ!g re e:.:c••mg lxll h stuJ~nt and f.lo It t)
!stc., \\H h1s a 'es~able (,lL .1nd 1IhtSJ\(' b1ci JXX111' f m;er, Pc h.tp~ •h( $')I t 10 fn t' lor p r ck111~ .llllpus flo\\
')Ubhshed ongm,dl y' llll st. ,aab y l.lplt.t IZI'd pLtct'~Cl' led crs 1s I )four O\\ n safuy \\'~ m 1ght be.:omc vto ent l} 1l as a

tion In the a nicle "BJigere to read awa rd-w11111tllg book,"
Dr. Dav1d LaGuardia, chairman of the department of Enghsh. was quoted in regards to describing the book by
Bilgere as· Accessable and illusive." The word should read
elusive. Undoubtedly,thJs misspellingcaused a full misinterpretation of the word.
Furthermore, the article entitled "Course evaluations
set to go" also contains two errors. The first is bur one
example o[ an error in citation used throughout this issue.
According to A PochetStyle Mariual by Diana Hacker, "use
brackets to enclose any words or phrases inserted into an
otherwise word-for-word quotation" The use of parentheses instead of brackets in these instances is not only grammatically incorrect, but confusing as well. In the continuation on page three, "The main concern and time consuming aspect of the project was to communicate with the
administration and 'in no way appear (it) as a conflicting
movement, on the part of thestudents',said Wagoner." In a
word, "Huh?"
To conclude, ! feel that th is universlly is lucky to have
such a eotitically acclaimed publication. Therefore, it is
imperative to uphold that reputanon.
Rita ESzule
Class of 1996

I o the

letters to the editor
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result of the chemicals used on them
Later in the week, I came across th e spray paint label.
FLORA LIFE PERFECT TOUCH. In bold letters at the base
of the can is written,"Danger: Extremely Flammable. Contents under pressure. Harmful if inhaled or absorbed
through skin." The warn ings cominue: "m ay cause an
allergic skin reaction. Overexposure causes na usea , headache,and vom iting, unconsciousnessordeath may occur if
too much is breathed."
I understand that in our sue-happy culture manufacturers of any product must inform their consumers of
possible dangers. (By the way, the coffee at Arabica is quite
hot Be careful not to spill any on yourself or others).
However, spray painting the flowers with toxins is unnecessary. (Spray painting the flowers is unnecessary). By so
doing, the University places students and employees in
danger (the "artist" was not wearing any mask or other
protective gear).
As w.e diligently fight for the right to use our Quad, I
caution my colleagues about the dangers that may be lurk ing beyond its surface. The ironies of JCU are of ten quite
amusing, if one only takes the ti me to stop and smell the
flowers.
Erin Shaughnessy
Class of 1995

Students provoked by lack of flu shot
availability on campus
To the Editor:
It has come to our attention that flu shots will not be
administered this fall. We must admit weare upset Of all
the places that should offer the inoculation , a university
should be one of the first One of us being an asthmatic,
whic h isoneof the groups suggested to receive the flu shot,
has depended on this vaccination for many years. Some of
us also have close contact with people 9ff campus, especially children (who spread illness faster than adults). We
are student teach ing in elementary schools, tutoring inner
city children, and doing practicums at other institutions.
The flu shot is not used to prevent the contraction of the
flu virus; its sole purpose is to lessen the severity of the
symptoms once a personcomesdown with the illness. As
anyone would agree , attending classes and battling a severe, lingering illness is not very easy. Living closely in the
halls certainly does not stand in our favor. Doesn't a nybody realize that receiving the vaccination can also help
prevent the sprea ing of the vrrus, therefore making th ose
on campus less contagious and less vulnerable to the flu?
Instead of removing the inoculation from campus, as
well as our right to receive it here at a lower cost, why not
have students notify the health service of their interest in
getting one. The cost of five dollars per shot will pay for the
program itself, especially if the vaccines are purchased
early and at a desired bulk rate . Students do not have the
money to go elsewhere to pay an outrageous amount for a
shot that should be offered here at school.
We are speaki ng on behalf of the hundreds of studehts
and adm inistrati ve persons who have a desire and a need to
rece ive these flu vaccinations this season. If somet hing has
to be taken away, it should not be the multi -beneficial
opportunity for receiving a flu shot. Our health depends
on it. Anyone who feels the vaccine should be offered,
please notify the health service immediately.
Eric Hennes
Tristan Men nell
Class of 1995
Class of 1995
Heather Hennes
Connie Moore
Class of 1997
Class of 1995
Thomasjefferds
Sheila Sullivan
Class of 1996
Class of 1995

Senior criticizes CN editorial
To the Editor:
1am writing in response to the editorial in the October
6editionof The Carro11News. lnchoosin gthisyear's Homecoming Court, I do not feel that the student body has
overlooked the qua li ties and posit ive contributi ons of the
students at john Carroll. The members of this yea r's court
cover a full range of involvement, from Campus Ministry
and Student Union, to theatre and residence life. The on! y
thingwhich has been "conveniently forgotten" is that these
ten individuals were chosen by us.
Therefore, this editorial not only questions the judgment of the student bod y, but it also directly attacks ten
people who have little control oven he nommation process.
Members of the court do not choose to be nominated but
are chose n I was offended and sadden ed to see that this
partic ul ar group was targeted . l feel this yea,r's Homecoming Court covers the spectrum in reflecting our student
bod y and is more diverse than the three previous courts.
Weshou ld be congratulati ng thi s year's Homecoming Court
for th eir cont ri bu tions to j ohn Carroll and not takin g away
from an honor they have ea rned and desen·e.
Casey Shepard
(_ la~s of 199'5

For more letters, see page 1.5.

VP expresses thanks
for successful Homecoming
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Student Union Executive Board
and the Student Union Senate, 1 would like to thank
the John Carroll community for its support of the
Homecoming 1994 festivities. This year's Homecoming was an unqualified success due to the hard work
and dedication of several individuals. The various
activities such as the Monday Night Football party,
karaoke night, happy hour, peprally,block parry, halftime ceremonies and dance were a testament to this.
l would like to especially thank the following administrators and students for their unselfish dedication and assistance to the activities; Peter Bernardo,
Larry Bachtel, Lisa Heckman, Donna Byrnes, Anna
Spangler, Keith Papa, and Paul Jordan. l would also
like to take this opportunity to thank the many other
students,staff,administrators, and faculty who made
this weekend an unprecedented success. This program was a model of cooperation between these various elements in the University. Hope£ull y, this will be
one of the many programs in such a manner which
will reflect this cooperation between the Student
Union and others in the University community. Once
again, thanks to the Carroll communityfor their support in these activities.
Dennis]. Percy
Student Union Vice President

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor, as it
is our way of knowing what you like or dislike about
the newspaper, the campus, or life in general. We ask
that letters be submitted by 12p.m. Monday, in the
Carroll News office, to be eligible for publication. We
reserve the right to edit letters for clarity or space
considerati ons . Letters must be signed and
accompanied by your phone number.
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Sexism infiltrates beyond the workplace:
harassment is found on the streets
Tara Meyer

think that it is somehow complimentary to yell om their
windows at young women walkmg down a street. I probI wrote an article on sexism in the workplace last year, ably should have taken it as a compliment the other day
but un fortu nately, the harassment that 1 saw at that time when a man felt the need toyell "Hey -"(rhymes with wits,
did not stop there. It is not only at work that a woman may but most certain! y does not refer to my brain power). I
be harassed, it is also as the woman IS 'in transit,' so to suppose l should have blushed with embarrassed pride at
speak. Some of the most amazing examples of all-out him notici ng such a feminine featureof myanatomy,rather
harassmen.t have happened to me as I was strolling back to than turning red with fury that someone could be so dework after lunch or making a delivery somewhere down- grading to a person minding thei r own business.
lt was only after the initown. It is these encounters that
tial shock of being yelled at
prompt this article .
wore off that l wondered
There was, of course, the inciwhat the man's pomt in yelldent of the man going down the It is not only at work that a
ing such an obscene thing at
escalator who decided to peer over
to my side as I was going up and woman may be harassed, it is me was. Did he think that I
might take his yells as the
see if he could look upm yd ressin
most romantic thing any
the reflection of the silver edging. also as the woman is "in
man has ever said tome, and
I suppose 1 could have ignored
thus become possessed wHh
him. I suppose I know that 1am
ranSI 1 •••
uuly not going to change a forty- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - undying love for him , running after his car, begging
year-old pervert. I suppose 1know
it does little to yell from the top of the escalator that he is a him desperately to take me1
I guess 1can't understand th is man's mentality because
sadexcusefora man andadisgustingcommentaryon men
everywhere, butthat is what I did. You know what? l really I have never been possessed with the urgeroyell,"Heybaby,
shake your moonmaker!" out the car windowat some young
felt much better afterwards.
As amazing as tha t incident was to me, l also find it man in a business suit walk ing down the street. l alsocan't
amazi ng that some men seem to be able to permanent! y fix understand the man who said rome, "Wouldn 't llike to sex
their eyes on the buttocks of any female that happens to you, undress you" in the middle of a busy street. Oh wait,
have the audacity to stroll in their viewing range. However, that's right- women are nothing more than Barbie dolls to
I'm convinced that I have figured out a way for women to be undressed at any man's whim Boy, what a relief to be
profit from this butt fetish. Women could simply lease back in my little mold again - that fighting for women's
their butt-space, so to speak, to advertising agencies, and equality stuff was really getting to be a drag. Maybe it's a
wear some kind of little logo from the store of choice. It good thing that the man said that to me. l might have
would certain ly close that gap between ma le and female carried on all my lifes1mplyforgcmng my womanlyrole in
salaries, and we might be able to tear down some of the the world.
The other day lsawa bumper sticker that read "Practice
billboards which clutter much of our countryside and
cities. With all of the new technology, women could even random acts of k mdness and senseless acts of beauty." I
wear a littlestra p-on screen that had a commercial playin g started to think that perhaps a bumper sncker should be
constant ly. Boy, companies think that the Superbowl is i sued for those men who simply cannot resist the urge to
prime-t ime to advertise to men, just think what this could yell out at women on the street. l think it should read
something like this: "Prac tice random acts of degradanon
do!
Of course, there is the segment of men out there that and senseless cries of 'What a booty!'"
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letters to the editor
Accounting Association president
extends apology
To the Editor:
As related in a letter published in the October 6, 1994
edition of The Carroll News, on September 26, 1994 the
Black United Students Association and the Accounting
Association both occupied the Jardine Room at the same
lime. There is no doubt that some individuals from the
Accounting Association entered the room before the scheduled stan time of 6 p.m.
if the anions of our invited guests and some of our
~embers were perceived as either disrespect£ul or disrupttv~ then we extend a sincere apology to BUSA and any
individual member of BUSA who was offended. Certaml y,
any disruption was not intentional.
Scott Ziska
Accounting Association President

JCU community members express
concern about CN errors
To the Editor:
As a student concerned about maintaining the quality
of our award-winning campus publication, The Carroll
News; lfeel it is my duty to call to your attention the glaring
errors in spelling and usage made in the October 6 issue.
First and foremost, the position of editor-in-chief entails,
(among other things), the responsibility of proofreading
the articles written by staff mem bersas well as the overall
final approval of the publication before its pnnting. ln
light of this, l feel that it is ironic that the editor-in-chief
himself made a flagrant error on the front page.
It is said a picture is worth a thousand words; indeed the
picture to the left of the article says it all. Undeniably Fr.
Fennessy himself is baffled, not because of thestatusof the
missing plaque, but because his picture was placed next to
an obvious spelling error. I am referring to the title "jesuit
momenta stolen:JCU offici aIs suspect Mount Union fans."
The word should read memento, from the Latin verb
memini which means remember.
Second, the article entitled "Canadian Seperation Anxieties• also contains an error in spelling. A quick stroke of
the "spell check• key would inform you that seperation
should read separation. Thismistakewasrepeated throughout [or a total of twelve misspellings in one article alone.
uon. ln the article "81lgere to read award-w1nmng book,"
Dr. David LaGuardia, chairman of the department of English, was quoted in regards to describing the book by
Bilgere as" Accessable and illusive." The word should read
elusive Undoubtedly, this misspellmgcaused a full misinterpretation of the word.
Furthermore, the article entitled "Course evaluations
set to go" also contains two errors. The ftrst is but one
example of an error in Citation used throughout this issue.
According to A Pocket Style Manual by Diana Hacker,"use
brackets to enclose any words or phrases inserted into an
otherwise word for word quotation." The use of parentheses instead or brackets in these instances is not only grammatically incorrect, but confusmg as well. In the continuation on page three, "The main concern and time consuming aspect of the project was to communicate with the
administration and 'in no way appear (it) as a conflicting
movement, on the part of the students', said Wagoner." lna
word, "Huh?"
To conclude, I feel that this university is lucky to have
such a critically acclaimed publication. Therefore, it is
imperative to uphold that reputation.
Rita E. Szule
Class of 1996
To the Editor:
In the six years I've been atjohn Carrol.l,one of the most
heartemngdevelopments has been the wholesale improvement of The Carroll News. Six years ago, It was a disgrace:
poorly laid out, haphazardly edited, often written at a level
which would receive a failing grade in my freshman comp
class. Gradually, It 1m proved, eventual! y dramatically so.
It becamegraphicallyand ed1tonall y more profes:.Jonal It
broke and covered genuine news Storie It even took eduonalstances that were, on occasion, courageous and impresS! vel y reasoned.
This trend seems to have reversed Itself this year,comi ng
to a head with the October 6 tssue, in which there 1s a
grammaucal or ·pellingcrror in nearlyntr) stary! Obviously, you've heard aboUI misspelling "memento" in your
lead headline Actual!)', all lour of the stories on p,1ge one
have gaffes of >ome son.of which the biggesr howler comes
in an article by john R Thorn.:, editor in·chief:"Attcmpts
to reach the Dean Taylor Ia> op(X) rd to a Dean T.1ylor'?l on
Tucsda) were tn ve1r ta problem\\ Ith the artene· of com
munJcauons7
he wnc of the t e thus ~ct msui\: '":heM nc11' o
Gorg~ )sK B1lger exutmg bot! 1ud~n1s nd fal ill)
(~
\\lth h
lL I' IJJe'1 1 J~d Jllu ~(')
O)Ot' 1
pubu hcd r gm .lymmscn. ~blyc,l 11 •-<'dp llc l,liled
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"Literary Magazines." In a sentence besieged by verb-tense
woes, we seewhatl believe to be the first recorded usage of
"myth" as a verb("The'Baseball'series begins with how the
gamed )sic] is mythed )huh?) to )have) bel-en] invented by
Abner Doubleday. ."). We read about the desperate news of
"Canadian Seperation )sic] Anxieties." Seventeenth Century playwright BenJonson is confused with the founder of
Baseball's American League, Ban johnson. Roger Angell,
Snuffleupagus and ("Seinfeld" character) Kramer's names
are misspelled. Thesportsaruclesare riddled with cliches.
More alarmingly, the issue continues a trend toward
spoon-fed, press-release puffery that has been going on all
year and smacks of the editorial judgment of six years ago.
l'm all for coverage of campus events and personalities, but
l'm particularly saddened that what might have been the
mostnewsworthyeventon campus all week-in which the
facul ty-supervisedjCU Accounting Associa tion disrupted
a properlyscheduled meeting of the Black United Students
Association, a disturbing incident which cried out for coverage and debate-was covered only in a letter by Anton K.
Simpson This, in an 1ssue with room for a review of a
months-old Morphine CD, an obvious political cartoon
about Barney (now there's an issue that hits close to home
for the mostlychildlessstudent body ofjCU) and an entire
page devoted to a grammatically correct but otherwise
impenetrable feature on "Star Wars"ephemera. Chillingly,
in a week in which there might have been an actual racia l
incident on campus (or maybe not, but how are we to
know?), the only editorial is a nice little piece about who
ought to be elected Homecoming King and Queen.
When l was an undergraduate,1edited my school newspaper, so I know how mistakes like these get made; I've
made them. 1 know the di fficult balancing act you face
juggling classes, social lives and the production of this
newspaper; I've dropped my share of balls. And 1 know
how it feels to screw up publicly and get called on it; been
there, done that. So it is with empathy and sincere encouragement that I write this letter. I hope the October 6 issue
is an aberration, the year's nadir. Clearly, The Carroll News
staff is capable of better. I've seen it before, in the very
recent past, and I have every reason to believe I'll see it
again, in the very near future.
Mark Winegardner
Assistant Professor of English

Secretary encourages Involvement
lo the Editor:

lt is that time of the year again when all of us will be
flooded with advertisements to help feed the homeless. As
we look forward 10 spending time with our family and
friends in the coming season, let us also look forward to
celebrating what we do have.
From my experiences of projects in helping the homeless, I have learned that the point is not giving so the
homeless can have a meal on Thanksgiving; nor is it to ease
my consc ience of domg the good deed of the week. The
pmnt isn't even for me to feel guilty for what I have, and
apologize for it - I don't. The point is being grateful for
what I have and nonake it for granted. I help because they
are human beings who for many of them, happened to
have a string of bad luck which caters beyond Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter. Even thought I can't save ~e
world, doing nothing does not help any.
Within the next weeks before Thanksgiving, F.O.C.U.S
(Families of Cleveland United by Students) will be sponsoringa food and money drive to help feed families£ rom St.
Patrick's Parish. F.O.C.U.S. will be collecting donations
throughout campus as well as University Heights. Along
with Phi Kappa Xi, the Student Union and all students and
faculty involved with the committee, I hope that everyone
will help with this campaign in some manner Please do
not ignore the signs and information that will be posted
throughout campus.! hope that all of us can put our Christian ideals and rhetoric to practice and help other people
who may need it more than we.
Shabazz Wilson
Phi Kappa Xi-Secretary

Student observes flower
'beautification" as potentially
hannful to JCU community
To the Editor:
On <1 Thursday afternoon as I exited the O'Malley Center, l was assailed by noxious fumes I unlocked my bike
and as I rode past the flower bed in front of the O'Malley
Ccnrcr, I saw the cause of the pollutants. One ol jCU's
employees was hovered over the flo\vers"l.vith a can of spray
paint in hand, 1>~autifywg the flo·wers for the bu!lding"s
dedication

letters to the editor
Letters continued from page 14

result of the chemicals used on them
Later m the week, I came across the spray paint label,
FLORAL! FE PERFECT TOUCH. In bold letters at the base
of the can is written, "Danger: Extremely Flammable. Contents under pressure. Harmful if inhaled or absorbed
through skin." The warnings continue: "may cause an
allergic skin reaction. Overexposure causes nausea, headache, and vomiting, unconsciousness or death mayoccurif
too much is breathed."
I understand that in our sue-happy culture manufacturers of any product must inform their consumers of
possible dangers. (By the way, the coffee at Arabica is quite
hot. Be careful not ro spill any on yourself or others).
However, spray painting the flowers with toxins is unnecessary. (Spray painting the flowers is unnecessary). By so
doing, the University places students and employees in
danger (the "artist" was not wearing any mask or other
protective gear).
As wJ?. diligently fight for the right to use our Quad, l
caution my colleagues about the dangers that may be lurking beyond its surface. The ironies of JCU are often quite
amusing, if one only takes the time to stop and smell the
flowers.
Erin Shaughnessy
Class of 1995

Students provoked by lack of flu shot
availability on campus
To the Editor.
It has come to our attention that flu shots will not be
administered this fall. We must admit we are upset. Of all
the places that should offer the inoculation, a university
should be one of the first. One of us being an asthmatic,
which isoneof the groups suggested ro receive the flu shot,
has depended on this vaccination for many years. Some of
us also have close contact with people 9ff campus, especially children (who spread illness faster than adults). We
are student teaching in elementary schools, tutoring inner
city children, and doing practicums at other institutions.
The flu shot is not used to prevent the contraction of the
flu virus; its sole purpose is to lessen the severity of the
symptoms once a person comes down with the illness. As
anyone would agree, attending classes and battling a severe, lingering illness is not very easy. Living closely in the
halls certainly does not stand in our favor. Doesn't anybody realize that receiving the vaccination can also help
prevem th e sprea ing of the virus, there ore rna 1ng t ose
on campus less contagious and less vulnerable to the flu?
Instead of removing the inoculation from campus, as
well as our right to receive it here at a lower cost, why not
have students notify the health service of thei r interest in
getting one. The cost of five dollars per shot will pay fort he
program itself, especially if the vaccines are purchased
early and at a desired bulk rate. Students do not have the
money to go elsewhere to pay an outrageous amount for a
shot that should be offered here at school.
Weare speaking on behalf of the hundreds of studet'lts
and administrative persons who have a desire and a need to
receive these flu vaccinations this season. If something has
to be taken away, it should not be the multi-beneficial
opportunity for receiving a flu shot. Our health depends
on it. Anyone who feels the vaccine should be offered,
please notify the health service immediately.
Eric Hennes
Tristan Men nell
Class of 1995
Class of 1995
Heather Hennes
Connie Moore
Class of 1997
Class of 1995
Thomas jefferds
Sheila Sullivan
Class of 1995
Class of 1996

Senior criticizes CN editorial
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the editorial in the October
6editionof The Carroll News.1nchoosing this year's Homecoming Court, I do not feel that the student body has
overlooked the qualities and positive contributions of the
students at john Carroll. The members of this year's court
cover a full range of involvement, from Campus Ministry
and Student Union, to theatre and residence life. The only
thing which has been "con venientlyforgotten"isthat these
ten indiVlduals were chosen by us.
Therefore, this editorial not only questions the judgment of the student body, but it also directly attacks ten
people who have little control oven he nomination process.
Members of the court do not choose to be nominated but
are chosen. I was offended and saddened to see that this
particular group was targeted. l feel this yea.r's Homecommg Court covers the spectrum in reflectmg our student
body and is more diverse than the three previous courts.
We should be congratulatmg this year's HomecommgCourt
fonhcir contributions to john Carroll and not takmgaway
! rom an honor they have carneJ and deserve.
Casey hcpard
Class of 99'5

For more letters, see page 15.

VP expresses thanks
for successful Homecoming
To the Editor.
On behalf of the Student Union Executive Board
and the Student Union Senate, l would like to thank
the john Carroll community for its support of the
Homecoming 1994 festivities. This year's Homecom·
ing was an unqualified success due to the hard work
and dedication of several individuals. The various
activities such as the Monday Night Football party,
karaoke night,happy hour, peprall y, block party,halftime ceremonies and dance were a testament to this.
l would like to especially thank the following administrators and students for their unselfish dedication and assistance to the activities: Peter Bernardo,
Larry Bachtel, Lisa Heckman, Donna Byrnes, Anna
Spangler, Keith Papa, and Paul Jordan. l would also
like to take this opponunity to thank the many other
students,staff,administrators, and faculty who made
this weekend an unprecedented success. This program was a model of cooperation between these various elements in the University. Hopefully, this will be
one of the many programs in such a manner which
will reflect this cooperation between the Student
Union and others in the University community. Once
again, thanks to the Carroll community for their support in these activities.
Dennis]. Percy
Student Union Vice President

The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as it
is our way of knowing what you like or dislike about
the newspaper, the campus. or life in general. We ask
that letters be submitted by 12p.m. Monday, in the
Carroll News office, to be eligible for publication. We
reserve the right to edit letters for clarity or space
considerat ions. Letters must be signed and
accompanied by your phone number.
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Sexism infiltrates beyond the workplace:
harassment is found on the streets
Tara Meyer

think that it JS somehow complimen tary to yell out their
windows at young women walking down a street. I probI wrote an article on sexism m the workplace last year, ably should have taken it as a compliment the other day
but unfortunately, the harassment that l saw at that time when a man felt the need to yell "Hey -"(rhymes with wits,
did notstap there. It 1s not only at work that a woman may but most certainly does not refer to my brain power). I
be harassed, It IS also as the woman is "in transit," so to suppose I should have blushed with embarrassed pride at
speak Some of the most amazmg examples of all-out him noucingsucha femmme featureof myanatomy,rather
harassment have happened to me as I was strolling back to than turmng red with fury that someone could be so de·
work after lunch or making a deli very somewhere down- grading to a person minding their own business.
town. It is these encounters that
It was only after the iniprompt this article.
ua I shock of bemg yelled at
There was. of course, the melwore off that I wondered
work that a what the man's pomt in yelldent of the man going down the It is not only
escalatorw hodecided to peer over
ing such an obscene thing at
to my side as l was going up and woman may be harassed, it is me was. Did he think that I
see if he could look upmydressin
might take his yells as the
the reflection of the silver edging. also as the woman is "in
most romantic thing any
l suppose I could have ignored
man has ever said to me, and
h1m. 1 suppose 1 know that 1am transit,"...
thus become possessed with
truly not going to change a forty- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - undymg love for him, runyear-old pervert l suppose I know
ning after his car, begging
it does little ro yell from the top of the escalator that he is a him desperately to take me?
I guess I can't understand t h1s man's mentality because
sad excuse fora man and adisgusungcommentaryon men
everywhere, but that is what I did. You know what? I really Ihave never been possessed with the urge toyell,"Hey baby,
felt much better afterwards.
shake your moon maker!" out the car window at some young
As amazing as that incident was to me, I also find it man in a business suit walking down the street. I also can't
amazing that some men seem to be able topermanentlyfix understand the man who said to me, "Wouldn't I like to sex
their eyes on the buttocks of any female that happens to you, undress you" in the middle of a busy street Oh wait,
have theaudacitytostroll in their viewing range. However, that's right- women are nothing more than Barbie dolls to
I'm convinced that I have figured out a way for women to be undressed at any man's whim. Boy, what a relief to be
profit from this butt fetish. Women could simply lease back in my little mold again - that fighting for women's
their butt-space, so to speak, to advertising agencies, and equality stuff was really getting to be a drag. Maybe it's a
wear some kind of little logo from the store of choice. It good thing that the man said that to me. I m1ght have
would certainly close that gap between male and female carried on all my lifesimplyforgettingmywomanly role m
salaries, and we might be able to tear down some of the the world.
The other day I saw a bumper sticker that read "Practice
billboards which clutter much of our countryside and
cities. With all of the new technology, women could even random acts of kindness and senseless acts of beauty." I
wear a liule strap-on screen that had a commercial playing started to thmk that perhaps a bumper sticker should be
constantly. Boy, companies think that the Superbowl is issued for those men who simply cannot resist the urge to
prime-time tO advertise to men, just think what this could yell out at women on the street. I think it should read
dol
something like this "Practice random acts of degradation
Of course, there is the segment of men out there that and senseless cries of 'What a booty!'."

Forum Writer
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Cracked Cyanbals

by Mlcl1aol A Stayton
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OUT ON A LIMB by Gary Kopervas
[~he ,.-.e<;~sure of Q IY\an ...
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"You jealous fooll I'm not trying to make you look
bad I The guy pulling the atrings is left-handed!"

RAn By Ben smith
WALF? WI-I AT 15
TH\S SWITC\i BACK

\.JERE FDR?

'WELL, WELL~ 'WHAT

ARE TllERE ANY MORE
HAVE ·WE HERE? A
OF 11\E':>£ liTTLE
SECRET ROOM FULL OF ROoMS AROUND 1-\E~E?
CAf'S 'r CAPS ! TOLl:>

You 'TO vET !<ID OF?

AC.TIJALL'( I THINK THE'
ONE Win! H\5 GUNS IN
IT IS ON THE OT\-IER
WALL.
OH, REALLY?
(

'?OIJ2E

oHthcmark

by Mark Parisi

~~NCP

FOR A '!>\IOU
L.tH. KIOPO.

~
SPAUL£Y!s tx0CcfA"1iONS WfR£ A'0\f ~~G~

SilK£ L£t1.~\lll6 1-if W/l.S GOING 10 rL,..,vv,;.a
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Hel Wanted
No Gimmicks- Extra Income
Now! Envelope stuffing- $600$800 every week. Free details:
SASE to International Inc. 1375
Coney Island Ave. Brooklyn, New
York 11230.
Earn- $2500 & free Spring Break
Trips! Sell 8 trips & go free! Best
trips & prices! Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica, Panama City! Great experiencell-800-678-6386!
Earn-while you learn! All Star
Temporary Services has temp assignments, full or part -time to
match your skills and fit your
schedule. Our office is conveniently located in Beachwood. We
pay weekly! Call for appointment.
991-STAR (7827).
Full Time and Part time-Valet,
Cashiers & Parking attendants
needed. $550 per hour to stan plus
full benefits. Call Amy at 6962696
Aqua Aerobics Instructor-Sundays 4-5p.m., Notre Dame College.
Will train the nght person. $10/ hr.
Lifeguard hours also availa}?le.
381-1680 ext.305.
Aerobics lnstructor-2 hours/
week. 7-8am. $10/hr. Notre Dame
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College. Experience only. 3811680 ext.305.
Freelance Writers and poets find
the hidden markets, hundreds of
opportunities. Get published! Get
paid! Equinox Publications 5560236.
Cruise Ships Hiring-Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No exp necessar-y. For info. call 1-206-634-0468
ext.c5556l.
Competent-caring person to do
weekly cleaning in house, walkingdistance,good money, flexible
hours. 371-2108 8-lOp.m. weekdays.
Full or pan-time-servers needed
at the Cheese Cellar. Apply at
28699 Ch.j!grin Blvd (in the Eton
Mall) or cal1464-4660.
Counter / cashier - Rib / pizza
cooks, flexible hours, no experience necessary. Apply in person.
Geppetto's 4350 Mayfield Rd . 2
blocks west of Green Rd.

Spring Break
Spring Break 95-America's #l
Spring Break company! Cancun,

•
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Bahamas, Daytona & Panama.
110% lowest price guarantee. Organize 15 friends and traval free.
Earn highest commissions.
(800)32-TRAVEL.

For Sale
Television-$150; rattan/glass
tables, $100; table/chairs kitchen
set, $100; sofa/loveseat, $250; winter radials, $150. More. 446-9593.
For sale-1986 Volkswagen, GTl-5
speed, black, sunroof, pull-out
Sony stereo cassette, orignial
owner, bosch fog lights, clean, no
rust, asking $2,950. Call29l-3331.
For sale-'88 Buick LeSabre, T-type,
V-6, leather interior, loaded. Price
negotiable $6,700 529-1140.

PersOnals
Thanks joe, we love you and your
little red pen!
Happy 21st birthday, Arty. Tale as
old as time ...May your rose bloom
forever.
Dorito Boy-Thanks for the flowers,
nice to know that someone cares.
Dicker-Can you say the Great
White North and Glacier National Park?

" Ms. White Be Friends "
ACROSS
Prlsonol'a ransom
Banquel
FlitUtone'l pel
Meat Slimp Initials
15 Smal egg
16 liMit In Germany
17 l'nMirtcllel
18 Fall bMtaOe

1
5
10
14

19 Chair, eg
20 Ah. Wlolle'r friend
22 Pencltnla
24 Nod. WiJII'CI
25 Elcba
28 Cow ptllacel
211 LA. UIW'a Susan_
30 Word wth line 01 blr
34 Mt. Caaalnl
35 Old
:Sun
38 Aquallc rodelt
37 Record:ablnY
38 Vety naar.2 wdl
~ Rugged lllOII1IIIn
41 Ah. Jmle'l frlmd
43 Period ct llnle

44Dud

.s

F'ulanlr

46 llnledWay lnllela
47 Melin

48Smll . . gW
50 _Moines
51 Shldt prtMder:2 wda
54 Booerl
58 Medlclnll plant
59 Ina furor
61 NdOI
62 Sldel'a aid
63 Chemcll compound
&I Tlealy org.
65 Concordes
66 Side road
U7M~

DOWN
1 Undergrotrd plant bOO
2 Cot6lert
3 151h day ct 1he Roman

month
4 Flogging
5 ConoerCra!e

6 Wlclc8d

44 Alllcla

7 Nlllc~
8 IIJ. W7lile'l /ritnd
D
lmla
10 IAesl onder
11 Idea In ,...

46 Ah. IINrl'l ftiiM

47 Nw.Ccmblr*'lllarm
48 Recondlllon
150 Ah. W7lile'l /Mtld

12

62
53
&I
65
58

ao..

13 Table Kflpt
21 Fed. ._..,. Syatam

23 Oeblle

25Pellt _ _
26 Bjorn and~
27 Vigllnl
28 Happen lgUl
29 Jtb. While's /ritnd
31 Cities In Cln & Rt»-

51 Comxles

Lawde!Pwa
Calle pool?
l'olynMn dlnQe

lnoll AHne
Grade

57 Ah.

00 llnlg-

li'IIU

;w;wers to "Buy the Book"

aia
32 Holmllrran
33 Ah. While's frWNl
35 Under CtMJI peiiOil
38 Nil. Studera'a org.
38 Word wth CNII or

class
39 $!*'>ISh gold
42 Sulljeetl d Werest
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